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Three presidents stress diversity at convocation
Gray presented a statistical
profile of the freshman class:
Three hundred were high-school
valedictorians; 85 percent placed
in the top five percent of their
high school class; 46 states are
represented among them; women
compose a third of the class;
Asian-Americans 26 percent; underrepresented minorities 14 percent; international students seven
percent.
Gray's unpretentious style in
delivering these statistics generated an enthusiastic response from
the crowd, whose members
cheered for the statistical categories which included them.
But after pouring out the compliments, Gray quickly focused

By Prabhat Mehta
"Three presidents" each took
their turn at yesterday's convocation to stress to the incoming
Class of 1994 the importance of
appreciating MIT's rich diversity
and of fostering a spirit of mutual respect and tolerance.
The revved up, standing room
only crowd in Kresge intermittently broke into hooting and
hollering, cheering and jeering
during the addresses of outgoing
Institute President Paul E. Gray
'54 and President-elect Charles
M. Vest, but was quickly silenced
by the serious tone of Undergraduate Association President
Manish Bapna '91's speech.

on the convocation's theme, "Diversity and Community." He told
the group that "excellence in a
particular field of science and engineering is not enough." Stu-

dents must also become aware of
the social consequences of their
endeavors. An important part of
that humanistic aspect of their
education will be to learn how to
accept people as they are, he
stressed.
Vest, who identified himself
with the incoming freshmen at
MIT, spoke along similar lines as
Gray. All members of the MIT
community are bound by their
love for scientific reasoning and
.academic honesty and integrity,
he said. At the same time, he be-

Food Service extends
Lobdell dinner to 8 pm
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ments for them.
Lobdell will be affected in that
the cafeteria might "have to be a
little more efficient," Walsh said,
particularly on the nights the
space is reserved for other activities. But he added that '"generally
events don't start until about

By Andrea Lamberti
Effective September 4, the dinner hours at Lobdell will last
from 5 pm to 8 pmr extending
the service by one hour. The hot
entree counter and the salad bar,
which were previously closed at 7
pm, will be open during that
time.
Last year, the Student Athletic
Association asked MIT's food
service to extend dinner service
beyond 7 pm, according to Alan
Leo, general manager of food
service. They requested the
change because some team practices coincided with the dinner
hour. The only obstacles to extending the dinner hour were activities sponsored by student groups
who signed up to use the Lobdell
space at 7:30. To accommodate
those groups, Undergraduate Association President Manish
Bapna worked with Campus Activities Director Phillip J. Walsh
over the summer to contact the
primary users of the Lobdell
space and make other arrange-
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"We've always served entrees
until- 8:00" at Baker House, Leo
said, primarily because of students involved in sports. He added that Lobdell is better suited
for the longer dinner service,
though, because it has better "location and visibility."
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last spring to deny tenure to Jeremy M. Wolfe PhD '81, a popular associate professor of brain
and cognitive sciences. And as an
example of how even seemingly
irffiocuous actions may offend
others on campus, he recounted
last. spring's controversy over the
celebration of Christopher Columbus on the Class of 1992 ring,
which offended Native American
students.
Bapna also discussed some
positive 'signs, including recent
efforts by students to establish a
Chinese language program,
which may begin next year, and
the joint effort of students and
faculty to combat sexual harassment.

lieved that "the forces of prejudice and bias are'in each and everyone one of us," and that those
forces must be overcome with a
sense of "mutual respect and
comradeship."
Bapna focused upon recent
controversies within the MIT
community to emphasize that the
Institute still has a long way to
go to meet its commitment to diversity and tolerance. While the
statistics for incoming women
and underrepresented minorities
were promising, he noted that
women comprised only 10 percent of the faculty and minorities
only two percent.
In addition, Bapna criticized
the Whitaker College's decision
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California'shows big gain in census
Mass. to lose congressional seat
As expected, California looks like the big winner in the
1990 census. Preliminary figures indicate the state's population grew to more'than 29 million in the 1980s enough to kleep it in first place and give it seven more
seats in the US House of RRepresenltatives, come 1992.
That's bad news for states like second-place New York,
whose population isn't growing that fast. The 435 House
seats are redistributed after each census, and each time
one state picks up a seat, anotheir state must lose one.
In Massachusetts, officials of both of the major political parties said that the census figures indicate Massachusetts will lose one of its 11 seats in Congress. The national
Republican congressional committee said flatly that the
Bay State will have to give up one congressman. However,
one Democratic analyst suggested that Massachusetts
could avoid the loss by finding up to 33,000 uncounted
residents. Mark Gersh said his group believes there was a
substantial number that were not counted in Boston. But
other states face simiarr problems and are closer to the
cutoff than Massachusetts.
US Census officials said that the final count of the 247
million Americans is set for December 31. The bureau has
until July 1991 to decide whether to change its data because of people who were not counted.

Rubes
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Bush asks for financial aid in gulf

President Bush said at a press conference yesterday he
is asking other nations to help pay the expenses of the
international military force that is putting Iraq in economic quarantine. He said that others, besides the United
Jordanian ambassador voices
States, should shoulder a fair share - including West
Germany, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, and Japan. Japan
concern over buildup
Jordan's ambassador to the United States said America has already pledged $1 billion to start. US officials estiis just making things worse for itself by staying in the Per- mate the US buildup will require that much money in one
sian Gulf. Hussein Hammami said, "Do not delude your-. month.
At the press conference yesterday, Bush said that the
selves that most Arabs welcome the presence of American
troops." He told the National Press Club that the region international contributions will go to a worthy cause will become radicalized unless the troops go. His nation's "the shape of the post-Cold War world." He added, "anyeconomy is closely tied to Iraq's, and the Amman govern- one with a stake in the international order has an interest
in assuring that all of us succeed." Bush also renewed his
ment is trying to mediate a way out of the confrontation.
As part of the job, Jordan hosted a meeting yesterday demand that Iraq stop the crisis by ending its occupation
between Iraq's foreign minister and UN Secretary General of Kuwait.
The State Department accused Iraq of toying with the
Javier Perez de Cuellar. Perez de Cuellar said he hopes
Iraq is ready to talk about lowering tension. But he said lives of innocents. Spokeswoman Margaret Tutwiler said
he can't back away from Security Council resolutions that Baghdad has put hostage women and children on an
"ermotional roller coaster" by first promising to free them
demand Iraq withdraw from Kuwait.
and then throwing bureaucratic roadblocks in their path.
She called it "inhumane and disgraceful."
Iraq's ambassador to the United States denied Baghdad
has put a price on the hostages' freedom. Ambassador
Mohamed Al-Mashat said, "It is absolutely not true" that
Mohawks and Canadian soldiers
his government demanded that planes used to fly the hostages out must bring in food and medicine. Diplomats in
may reopen bridge soon
A bridge that has been a focal point in a dispute be- Baghdad had reported the condition.
Those same diplomats are pessimistic that the foreigntween Mohawk Indians and Canadian authorities could
will go free before the weekend. But Iraq is making
ers
be reopened soon. After a meeting yesterday, masked Momoves toward allowing an exit. More than 200 womnew
hawks and soldiers began dismantling barricades on a
bridge leading to Montreal, The army had orders to clear en and children hostages, almost all of the from Kuwait,
the bridge by force if the Indians refused to cooperate. and some Americans, are at a hotel in Baghdad. Onae
The Mohawks had blocked the structure to support fellow American teacher, Elizabeth Linoff, sounded optimistic.
"I'm happy that it's now all over," she said from
,Mohawks in a land dispute.
Baghdad.
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Shuttle launch delayed
NASA is having more trouble making its machines talk
to each other. After earlier trouble with the Magellan Venus probe, NASA engineers could not make the "Astro"
observatory communicate with their computers. It postponed the launch of the observatory aboard the Space
Shuttle Columbia, which had been scheduled for tomorrow. The'launch will take place "no earlier than next
Wednesday," according to a NASA spokesman.
The seven Columbia astronauts were in Cape Canaveral, Florida, yesterday, and said that they are more than
ready for the mission, which is months behind schedule.
Astronaut Robert Parker said that the delay has greatly
tested what he calls the "hallmark of being an astronaut"
- being patient. The mission had been delayed by fuel
leaks, which have since been fixed.

Gainesville tense after murders
Gainesville, FL, remains a city on edge, wondering if a
serial killer will strike again. Since last Sunday, four
young women and a man have died from stabbings, and
some were mutilated. Investigators described the killer as
a shrewd, "methodical maniac" who is believed still to be
in the area. Students in the college town are being warned
to be extra cautious.
"We will not run, we will not hide." That's the pledge
from one member of the Gainesville area chapter of the
National Organization for Womsen. The group sponsored
a march Wednesday night through the city. But since discovery of the murders, hundreds of fearful students have
left the University of Florida campus.
More than 1,000 people gathered -yesterday to mourn
Sonja Larson, one of the five victims of the killer. Her
body and that of her roommate were found last Sunday.
An army of investigators is at work trying to stalk the
killer.

Microprocessor patent appr oved
*A great big court battle could be shaping up over a little computer chip -one that's used in millions of electronic products. Engineer Gilbert Hyatt said that after a
20-year fight with the US Patent Office, he has been
granted a patent for a single-chip computer lie invented in
1968.-'Hyatt said his work led to the development of the
modern personal computer, and he plans to seek royalties.
But experts said that Hyatt is sure to be challenged by big
companies that have their own patents.

L-tryptophan contaminant isolated
Federal health investigators reported they have found a
chemical compound that contaminated some batches of
L-tryptophan. But researchers at the Centers for Disease
Control said they still do not know how the contaminant
got into the nutritional supplement. It is also not known
whether the contaminant caused the deaths of 27 people
who took L-tryptophan.

Khrushchev to study at Harvard
Nearly 30 years ago, President John F Kennedy stared
down Soviet Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev during the Cuban missile crisis. This fall, Khrushchev's son has been
named a fellow at a Harvard University school named after the late president.
Sergei Khrushchev, 55, is one of seven fellows who will
attend the John F. Kennedy School of Government at
Harvard. Khrushchev and Soviet journalist Melor Sturua
are the first Soviets named fellows since the Institute of
Politics was founded in 1966.

Central Artery project moves ahead
Governor Michael S. Dukakis said initial approval for
the Central Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel project from the
state Executive Office of Environmental Affairs is an important step for the project. Dukakis says he agrees with
some of the conditions Environmental Affairs Secretary
John De~illars would like to see, such as opening up
mnore space for recreation. Dukakis says he especially
liked making more of the Charles River available to the
public. The governor said today the tunnel may be reader
for bidding by November 15.'The tunnel, when completed, will connect the Massachusetts Turnpike directly with
Logan Airport. The Central Artery would replace the elevated section of Interstate 93 in downtown Boston with
an underground road that would create more open land.

Local gasoline prices still rising
Gasoline prices continue to rise in Massachusetts. A
survey released yesterday by the Division of Energy Resources said that the average full-serve price for a gallon
of regular unleaded gasoline has gone up five cents in the
last week, to $1.38. The self-serve price is $1.27, up three
cents. But, the survey also found price differences as high
as 20 cents from station to station.
Massachusetts gas prices have increased 14 cents per
gallon since the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. Commissioner
of energy resources Paul Gromer said that these are the
highest prices consumers have paid for gasoline over the
Labor Day weekend in a decade.

Some seek care after spraying
One person was hospitalized and others reportedly
sought care as a result of a three-day spraying of malathion that state officials say killed 95 to 99 percent of potential disease-carrying mosquitoes in the area. The spraying
of the insecticide over 700,000 acres in southeastern Massachusetts was aimed at killing mosquitoes carrying eastern equine encephalitis. One case of the sometimes deadly
disease has been reported in the state this year, and tests
are being conducted on seven other people.
One person was admitted to Jordan Hospital in Plymouth for exposure to malathion. The hospital said the unidentified person originally was placed in intensive care
but -later moved to a regular room and was listed in fair
condition last night. A state Department of Public Health
official said the department received 30 to 40 calls from
people who said they suffered from red eyes, skin irritation, or respiratory problems. But, the official said, fewer
than ten said they sought hospital care.
a~~~~~~~~~~~~
i~
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R/O loolks good
A ridge of high pressure will maintain sunny
warm days and clear mild nights for the start of
R/O Week. With the high centered over the region,
winds will generally be light with afternoon
seabreezes likely today and possibly Saturday. On
Sunday, as the high builds eastward, winds will
become southwesterly, resulting in increasing
humidity, warmer temperatures, and an increased
threat of scattered showers and thunderstorms.
Cooler and drier weather is anticipated for early
next week.
Friday: Mostly sunny and warm. Seabreezes
developing along most coastal locations. High
78-84 F (26-29°C), coolest along the coast.
Winds light and variable turning onshore at 10
mph.
Friday night: Partly cloudy and mild. Low 59-64TF
(15-18'C). Winds light.
Saturday: Mostly sunny and warmer. High 80-84TF
(27-29°C). Winds becoming southwesterly late in
the day at 8-13 mph.
Sunday: Partly cloudy and hazy with scattered
showers likely especially north and west of the
area. Muggier. High 82-86TF (28-30'C). Winds
southwest 10-15 mph.
Forecast by Michael C. Morgan
I

Compiled by Dave W~att
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This will be the sixth fall in which sorority rush
has been held. And this year a fourth sorority will
be joining the MIT Panhellenic. It would, therefore, seem fair to say that sororities are beginning
to take on a larger role in the MIT community. And
I believe it's high time that we examine exactly what
that role should be.
With study breaks, mixers, formals, and the like,
sororities play a large role in the social lives of most
of their members. And, let's face it, a large part of
the social life of MIT can be said to revolve around
the Greek system. So, with more coming on campus, we can imagine sororities taking on a role of
prestige, and social necessity of sorts, as they have
on most other Greek-affiliated campuses across the
nation. But this, I think, would be wrong.
It didn't take all of those "How to Be Different"
colloquiums last year to clue us, as MIT students,
into the fact that MIT is not like other colleges
across the country. Our sororities need not be just
like those on other campuses.
Women make up 51 percent of the general population. At MIT they account for little more than a
third of the total undergraduate student body. And
this percentage seems high, when one considers that
out there in the real world, women account for only
11 percent of those in science and engineering careers nationwide.
MIT acts-as a bridge of sorts for women. It takes
them out of the general population, and prepares
them for their future lives in a technological world,
in which they make up a frighteningly small minority. And it is along this bridge where sororities come
in. For some women, being in a sorority may be the
only time they experience the camaraderie of women helping women. And at MIT, being in a sorority
may be the only time a student will experience the
camaraderie of a group of women in technology
helping women in technology. Thus it seems only
right that sororities at MIT should work to help
women in technology.
Currently, to the extent that they have a role on
the hMIT campus, sororities do help women in technology. But, as this role increases, so too should
this help.
It's not a well-known fact that the number of
women engineers has begun to decline, but it
should be. For one thing, the number should not be
on the decline. However, since it is, the fact should
be known. Women should vocalize their horror at
the current trend. Sororities could prove a concrete,
structured avenue for such vocalization.

Women engineers today seem. to be disembodied
from the women's rights activists of their generation. (The current lack of women's groups expressing their outrage at the recent decline in women engineers seems proof of this.) Women engineers
haven't had much help along the way. And they
don't really have any support to look forward to
out there as they try to make it in a male-dominated
world. Sororities in the future could provide this
help in an effort to bring more women into the engineering profession.
But to really understand what role sororities
should play at MIT, we needn't look forward, but
instead should look back. When sororities were first
founded over a century ago, women were the extreme minority at any institution of higher education. The founding sisters began the sororities for a
similar, reason that the women's groups, of today
were formed - that is, to help women survive in an
unequal-world and to in some way try to equalize
that world in the process. The sororities acted as
support groups to women as they tried to enter
fields that had previously been reserved only for
men. Women at MIT need more of this support
now.
I think sororities owe it to their founding sisters,
and to the community, to set an example for women
at large. The community service currently performed by the MIT sororities is of course great. Butcommunity service geared specifically to women
would be better still. They should hold regular seminars open to all women in which women's issues
and current problems are discussed and in which
women's roles are examined. No sorority sister
should be ignorant of the problems facing her as, a
woman. Sorority members should go to inner-city
schools and talk to female students about being a
woman at MIT, and about the options out there today for women in science and-technology. Also,
perhaps sororities should help out at battered women's shelters or rape hotlines. They should make
their presence felt by women, for women.
In a male-dominated world, it may be enough for
men in fraternities to make their presence felt socially. But this is not enough for women in sororities, and especially not enough for women in a
technological world where decreasing numbers signal that we need to make our presence felt much'
much more.
Joanna Stone '92, an associate news editor of
The Tech, is a member of the Alpha Phi.sorority.
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Sexuall explici fie removed
(Continued from page 1)
chief distributor of sexually explicit traffic on the net, and provoked an inquiry by the NSF into
network traffic.
When Greene learned of the
Chronicle's story, he contacted
Bruce to ask for a ruling from
MIT as to whether the archive

should be permitted to remain.
Greene said that SIPB first
learned of the article through the

Chronicle story; people routinely
set up mail servers and mailing
lists on SIPB computers without
prior
announcement,
he
explained.
Jane S. Caviness, an NSF dep-

. About Us*.no t ,.:....... .
Uisenet includesa -notleycoletifon of Fundrds of, s)l.Xli
terest discscsion, groups* r, nosgroups, distdi
the industrialized worlds Almost any tpcx~tabe
home on U~senet. Newsgop et
fo diicus

.
tlio I

thto
ife

baW
of 16 sow

shutte, the Society for Creative"Angchionisin, the Aiimitn X. .,
nome Project, electronic bulltin 'bords,-politicl activistms, fib
5

larnic and Christia religionl and cultre,,sexualy'e"pf~iiostovie
and pictures, and many computers "dv'perafli
$p
,,sXThe
total volume of Usen~et traffic runs hixndlreds, of typpwritten:,-

pages per day,
Here at MIT, the-Student Infomation Proc¢ssing Board miat
ages the 'flow of. Usenet news through their news sectr 'on.
bloom-beacohwi~mt.edu. Usenet ca es iccessaat MIT uig a,
program called, rn, or readnewsi or the, graphs wersion~,of the
same program", xrn. Both can be,fond 'in"91PRts ock' Project Athena.'t
i

-~~~~

uty division director, also contacted Bruce to 'verify some of
the details of the Chronicles story, and reminded him of the
NSF's acceptable use policy.
Bruce said the NSF was under
pressure from members -of Congress to take action.
Caviness did not believe that
the drive to control traffic in pornography raised any first amendment issues.- "[The NSFNet is]
not like a' phone company: The
NSFNet is really a kind of special
purpose network, limited to both
organizations and uses which are
appropriate," she said. "4Some
communication should not use
the NSFNet backbone because it
doesn't follow the research and
education guidelines."
Diaz suggested that the NSF is
only selectively enforcing the acceptable use guidelines. "I think
they're being inconsistent by not
trying to shut down all of alt.sex," she said. In addition to alt. sex .bondage, alt .sex .pictures
and rec.arts.erotica are also
propagated via NSFNet.
Without further complaints,
Bruce said, the matter is closed.
"The Institute has a stated policy; we've taken a particular act
with respect to one server. Unless
people call particular acts to my
attention, I'm not going to purr
sule it further," he said.
Caviness also will only pursue
this further if complaints persist.
"If [we receive reports] that there
are inappropriate uses of the network, I could follow up. We're
not on a witch hunt,", she
explained.
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Dave Watt/The Tech

Athena workstation compOuters}Y

~~~~~
"

Athena is M.I.T.'s educational computing system., Rather than having a single

Both lanes of the Harvard Bridge are open to traffic for
the first time in over six years.

computing center, Athena has public clusters, roomsp
of computers located al over
campus and available to all MIT studexats and facuty member 24 hours a day. Fhe

largest cluster is on the fifth floor of the student center, Building W20. In all, there are
over 400 Athena worktations in 14 public clusters, al of theme connected to MITet, the
campus-wide computer network.

TWVO Goo To

There is softwae available

ons Athena for many purposes, including wiord. processing,
data analysis, plotting, programming, communicating with othrer users, and doing
assignments for courses by rnnig special educatonal softwae.

Get a Head Start Learninig How to Use Athena Computers

011 Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday afternoons,

September 5, 6 and 7, 1990 in Room- 26-100,
Athena will be presenting a series of thee iiic

There's nothing better than a great picture except a great picture

hour seminars on using the Athena system.
prerequisite for the following niirdcOurse.

and a great deal! Right now, you can get a second set of
KODALUX Color Prints absolutely free* when you ask for
KODALUX Processing. Two prints for the price of one ! What
a deal!

s

Each

introductory one-

umincourse is -a

Plan to come for one hour on EACH of the three days, any hour on the-hour.

' Axvailable only at time of p'rocessing.
Not axvailab~le from
KODAK STRETCH 35 Camera.

r
L
===!

Thle first minuicourse, a general intoduction to Athena, will be repeated all

s"We" ,

afternoon Wednesday (at noon, Ipm, 2pnm, 3pm, 4pmn, and 5 pmn), the second

A;CRIMSON TC

niinicoan nb-oduction to word processing and electronic mail, will be

repeated all afernoon Thursday, and the third nmincourse, on' advanced

325 VASSAR STREET, CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139Call the Pro Store ( -7) 49463

word proessing, will be,repeated all aftemoon Friday. No prior registration

Specialist in photographic audWisua arnd video products fix
I
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er, medicine, Inutyand edctm
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is ever required for any nfinicourse.
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R/Q changes emphasize academic orientation
Bly Andrea Lamberti
Several major changes in Residenee/Orientation Week this year
are intended to shift its emphasis
by offering more academic orientation to' freshmen in-the first
part of the- week. -The changes
were also designed to present
freshmen with more- information
about diversity in the MIT community, before residence selection
begins today at 4 pm, according'
to William J. Moliski 791, this
year's R/O coordinator.
In the first of the changes, students broke up into-, discussion
groups to talk to classmates
about the MIT community after
yesterday's convocation - which
itself focused on diversity and
community at MIT.
Today, freshmen are participating in a design project led by
Professor of Mechanical Engineering Woodie C. Flowers '73. It
is part of the activities based on

the book The Design of Everyday
Things, by Donald A. Norman
'57, which was assigned to students over the summer.
Students will discuss the book
over dinner next Thursday, after
a faculty presentation which will
include the author Norman
himself.
The freshmen are spending this
morning exploring MIT in
groups of 10 or 119' in search of
design problems and poorly designed objects on campus. Their
assignment, the second major
change in R/0, is to document
them with Polaroid photographs
and drawings and then.come up
with solutions.
The third major change in
R/O Week this year is the elimination of the annual R/O Picnic.
Freshmen will instead eat lunch
in small groups with R/Q counselors after the design project.
An hour-long ice cream social in
Killian Couxt..wiU takeAthe..place
of the picnic in gathering freshmen for the class picture and the
start of rush.
The R/O committee decided to
have freshmen eat lunch with
k/O counselors, rather than at
the picnic, to elimlinate-some of
the "standing around" time during the two-hour picnic, Moliski
said, and to create a more casual
atmosphere in the questionsandanswer sessions with the R/O
counselors.
All of these changes were designed to give freshmen "a taste
of it all before rush," MoIaski
said. The way the week is structured this year, freshmen get- a
"welcome by the presidenat[s], a
welcome by upperclassmen, and
a welcome by academics" before
rush begins, he said.

Michael Franklin/The Tech

The beginning of rush after the 1989 R/O Picnic. There will be no R/O Picnic this year.

Open a BayBank checking or savings account, and get the one Card
chosen by more Massachusetts students than any other. Because only
the BayBank Card lets you
* Bank 24 hours a day at over 1,000 X-Press 240 banking machines
on campus and around the state.
* Access up-to-the-minute account information with unique Card
features like Account Update"" and Check Update™
* Get cash where you shop. with over 200 BayBank I
X-Press 24 CASH' machines at convenience stores
and supermarkets in Massachusetts.
0 Get cash when yell travel at over 30,000 NYCE$
and CIRRUS' automated teller machines nationwide.
So look for us on campus- or stop by the
I f ;
nearest BayBank office to open your checking
or savings account. Ask about no-charge check:
ing for students 18 and under. And get the
:
Card that's number one in its class!

Changes sparked by Freshman
Housing Committee report
This year's R/O committee was
influenced by the recommendations of the Freshman Housing
Committee, whose November
1989 report suggested that R/O
Week focus on orientation to assure "a student's well-being, security, and sense of 'being in the
right place' [as well as] the generation of intellectual excitement."
The report also recommended
that R/O Week include the "introduction to academic. opportunities and the freshman curriculum, provision of practical
information about student life
and co-curricular activities, and
introduction to community life
and norms, and introduction to
the larger community beyond
MIT, and orientation for
parents."

*PSCX
MAS

24-ilOIR CUS'I'OMER SERVICI. (CEN'I'FTRS ANI) BAYBANK 'I'TlEPO()NE BANKING: BayBank Boston (617) 648-833.0, 3avBank First Elsthampton (413) 586-860()0
Balylkank flarvatrd'Ihist Company ((617) 648-8,330, BayBank Middlesex (617) 387-180)8, B3aylank Norfolk (617) 461-NO4(), BayBank Southeast (508) 823-2212.
IBaflasnk Valley'lhist Company (413) 7332-551()
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Translations into your native language
are needed for industrial literature. You
will be well paid to prepare these
translations on an occasional basis.
Assignments are made according to
your area of technical knowledge.
We are currently seeking translators for:
* Arabic * Chinos* O Danish * Dutch
• Farsi o Fronch * Genrman #aGeek
o Itallan e Japanese 0 Korean
• Norwegian * Polish O Portuguese
• RPmanlan 0 Spanisbh
Swedish
and others.
Into-English translations from German
and French. Many other languages also
available.
Foreign language typists also needd.
Aldthis work can be done in your

Your
foreign
language
ability
is

valuable!
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Get a taste

Bldg E-39 on the East Campos
290 Main St. Kendall Square
Under Rebecca's Cafe
576-1133
coupon only M-l
Stop in for detwls
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Linguistic Systems, Inc. is New
England's largest translation agency,
located a block north of the Central Sq.
subway station.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
Will be Presenting the movie

"BRAZIIL"
Directed by Terry Gilliam
(of Monty Python Fame)
Starring Robert DE Niro
Tuesday, September 4, 1990

In 10-250
at 9:00 PM
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200 f~~~~~~~ros maace crowd ing
(Continued from page 1)
and ILGs. The typical ILG goal
is approximately 380.
Tewhey met with ILG rush
chairs anid told them that the
freshman class was larger than in
the past.Keefe said 400 new ILG students would be a best-case scenario. He said the best estimate
would be 380, while the, worstcase scenario would be about
340.
FAF delays lead to poor
class size estimates
For the past two years, the
class size has been about 1050",
Behnke said, and the goal for
class size has not changed since it
was raised from 1000 to 1050-two
years ago. The number of students was increased to raise additional tuition revenues, Behnke

In 1985, the ODSA had to
crowd 195 rooms to accomnmodate all students who applied for
Institute housing. One week later,
President Paul E. Gray '54 said
he would ask the Academic
Council to decrease the class size
in the following year to eliminate
crowding problems.
The highest number 'of crowds
in MIT's history, 220 rooms, occurred in 1980, the year before
500 Memorial Drive opened.
That year, seven freshmen lived
in television lounges in the basemenlt of Ashdown House.

oses magnet
lab fundingt0S
established programs at MIT's
magnet lab, ,which was founded
in 1960.
But the fo3undation's report on
its visit to tlthe two schools criticized MIT's commitment and enthusiasm forr the project. "What
was very clcn
[ear to me .. . was
that the leve el of commitment of
the two instititutionls was strikingly
dissimilar, " said David A. San-,
chez, NSF's assistant director for
math em atical 1 and physical sciences, in a prepared statement
following thhe recommendation'.
The report suggested that the
Francis Bitt ter laboratory "succeeded in sppite of the MIT administration rather than because
of it."
Reviewers also claimed there
were~ relativeely few faculty appointments oAf major users of the
laboratory. ItEn his statement, Sanchez noted tthat MIT had made
no recruitme. ent plans for faculty

EVITA~~~~~~~~~~~

Highest level of
crowding since 1985

MI

(Contimt
rued from,page 1)

_

The MIT Musical Theatre (Guild Presents
Andrew Lloyd Webber's and Tim Rice's

loading the system, and caused
delays nationwide, he explained.
When the admissions officers
estimated the size of the class after they granted the extensions,
they expected that they "were not
going to fill the class . . . based
on1 the past experience with extensions,' Behnke said. So they
admitted 30 students from the
waiting list, he said.
But it 'became very clear in
mid-July" that the class would be
large, because 71 percent of the
students with extensions decided
to enroll, compared with 41 percent last year, Behnke said. The
waiting list yield also increased,
from 60 percent last year to 70
percent this year, he added.

said.
The admissions office has cited
two reasons for the large class
size. Last year, aiming at a class
size of 1050, MIT admitted 2018
students but only 1040 actually
enrolled. Based on that low yield,
2051 students were accepted this
year to achieve a class size of
-about 1050.
Secondly, a larger percentage
of students with financial aid extensions decided to enroll this
year..
MIT granted about 100 extensions- more than usual -beyond the May I deadline due to
financial aid processing problems. The processing of Financial
Aid Forms broke down because
the federal government was "late
in issuing its guidelines," Behnke
-said. This contributed 'to the
computers crashing at the College Scholarship Service by over-
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even though "the major scientific
figures at MIT are near retirement." Florida State, on the other hand, has promised to create
22 tenured faculty, 20 visiting
faculty and 12 research faculty
positions over the next five years.
The decision to locate the lab
in Florida is-yet another victory
for the rapidly-growing Sun Belt
states, which have in recent years
lured top scientists from traditional academic centers with larger salaries and better-funded laboratories. "Southern schools have
been hiring good faculty, and
now it's time for them to take
their place with the premier institutions," said Jack E. Crow, who
will head the new laboratory at
FSU. "The decision is part of the
growing recognition of -good scir
ence in the South.^
The Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico and the
University of Florida are also involved in the FSU proposal. MIT
had planned to include area uniand companies as well as
the national laboratories at
Brookhaven, Argonne and Ames.
The establishment of a new
~high field magnet lab comes in
response to 'ambitious research
efforts by Japan and Western European countries, which are now
considered to be at the forefront
of the field. Magllet technologies
have a wide range of applications, including magnetic resonance imaging in medicine, highspeed levitated trains, fusion
power, and superconducting magnets. The magnetic fields generated at these labs are many times
more powerful than earth's field.
If MIT is unable to reverse the
NSF decision, the Francis Bitter
lab, which receives approximately
60 percent of its $10 million budget from the NSF, may be in
jeopardy. "There are definitely
feelings of uncertainty about the
future,' said Kennleth D. Campbell, director of the MIT News
Office.
The NSF has committed $6
million to Francis Bitter for fiscal
year 1991. But Sanchez indicated
that the money is intended to accommodate the lab's current users w'hile the Florida State facility
is being prepared. There are no
plans to fund Francis Bitter after
fiscal year 1991.

I

$5
$6
$7
$8

August 3 1, September 1,2
September 6,7,8
September 13,14,15
Students & Senior Citizerns
Kresge Little Theatre
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Mffr Students
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Camp ous Police -versities
extentId party
am ~
hours ;to
I1toam'
(Continuved from page 1)
"desired ef!Ffect" of attracting
fewer '6outsiiiders" to parties and
events in t]the student center.
year was an improve"This past Yi
ment," she a,added. Glavin felt the
improvementt was the result of
the earlier tiiime and the addition
of a Campi)us Police perimeter
detail outsidele the building.
Glavinl int(tends to keep the perimeter detaiils outside the building, based oion whether or not the
Campus Polilice think an event
"would attrract outsiders," she
said. They will evaluate each
function on a case-by-case basis,
looking at t]the size of the function, the traiick record of the organization, and whether or not
the party in(Acudes live entertainment and alltcohol.
"I think:iit's beneficial to the
groups to 'bee able to push back,,
the closingI time of events, said
Phillip J. Wlalsh, director of the
Campus Actltivities Complex. He
also felt that t the new closing time
was "a goo:)d middle ground,"
balancing sttudent requests and
public safety y concerns.

*::

fromn Somebod else!
Why not? Because. we sell

Apple

Macintosh, IBM

PS/2 and NeXT computers at substagntialeducationlal
discounts. We've also got software, peripherals and
supplies of all kinds-like hard drives, printers, diskettes,
paper, and more...

Hey, and if you've already got a Macintosh oar anl IBM,

check out our extensive library of public domain software
& shareware. You can get games, utilities, and programs
just by copying them onto your own diskettes!
I

-

join the
Sporting life!

,Our sales consultants are always around to answer
your questions or to demonstrate any of our products.
So stop by-we're in the lower level of the Stratton
Student Center. You'll also find us at many orientation
activities, including Parent's Orientation, September 7 & 8;
and Family Weekend, October 19 & 20.

Sport
The Tech

....-..-....
:....

*4w

No experience
required.

In

are hadna otheir o
rodtno
ictp
-

1.

u

MIT Microcomputer Center
Stratton Student Center, Lower Level
Weekdays 10arn-4:30prn, 253-7686
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Everyone at MIT
Pre-Reg day Movies

Enclosed please f ind the
schedule of movies
before Registration Day.
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Note that I will be
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expecting everyone to
attend each of them.
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September 7
Predator

7 and 10 in 26-1 00
Seotember 8
Ferris eueller's Day
Off

7 and IOIn.26-1 00
September 9

Dr. Strangelove

6:30 and 9:30 In 26-100
September 10
- Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles

7, 9:30 and midnight in 26-100
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A lot of campus rapes starthere
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Whenever there's drinking Or drugs, things can get out of hand
So ids no surprise that many campus rapes involve alcohol.
But you should know that under any circumstances, sex without
the other personas consent is considered rape. A felony, punishable
by prison. And ddinkig is no excuse.

Thafs why, when you pat it's good to know what your lemts are.
(b~
Iob
O

You see, a little sobering thought now can save you from a big
problem later.
CIM Rape TreabrtCeterSant Monca Hspka

Briwng up

shouldn't be
harderChan
italready is.
M elissa Cole is confined to a
Each day her

wheelchair.
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would carry
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Take the first
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RMSC,
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affordable

Hill

Center

Multi-Service

bury

Rox-

Then

apartment.

to their

mother
floors

up three

step toward supportlike this.

Contact

P.O. Box 157, 317 Blue

Ave., Dorchester,

MA

02121.

RMSC
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someone

60 minutes

ammen ox
Student Saver Phis.
If yodre an off-campus
studentf itll be easier to get
through college this year
Because AT&T has put
together a-program of
.
products and
services to

paienoe ofa
.

of longdistance.
lorfree.
Movies. Videos.
And more.

l

I
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This semester take some electives
In communications

We ned

4

--

--

- - - ·

Forless.
Just by choosn any
Student Saver Plus program,
you'll get up to 60 minutes
of free long distance calls.
Youll also get a free coupon
booklet good for savings
all around town.

I

save you

moxney.

Jn

Gabrielle Kreisler eSkidmore College -'Class of 1991

ofva
Wleadltnlitle

We need someone to
fill a uniquejob opening.
Someone to spend
two years in another
country. To live and work
in another culture. To
learn a new language and
acquire new skills.
We need someone
who wants to help improve-other people's lives.
Who's anxious to build
lasting friendships. To
gain memories and experience that will last a
lifetime. And a sense of
fb fillment few jobs can
mnatch.
We need a Peace Corps
volunteer. Interested?
The first step is easy.

CAU from anywhere
Q
:toanywhere.
,/ Well give you a free
TCadlingCard, even if
you don't have a phone. So
you'll be able to make a call
E7orm almost any phone and
have it billed to you,
wherever you live.

You donf't need
towaittillsprig
togetabreak.
ficANoaLb O
WFith fHe

Arieka Mon', you'l get

I

savings 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week. Including 25% off
our already low evening prices'

To enroll in the AI;9T Student
Saver Plus programs that ate right for
you, or to get the best value in long
distance service, call us. They just
might be the most profitable electives
you'l ever take.

1800 654-0471 Ext. 1231
A.U- Helping make
college life a little easier.

Call 617-565-5555 X598

A &TrT
FThe right choice.
I

PeaceCotps.
11K tftosw;ob youll Owr kw1.

'hisservice nay not be available in residence halls on your campus
"Disownt applies to out-of state calls direct-dialed 5-10 prx Sunday-ri*
D 19soaW

LLDUKA
I
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Mapplethorpe

Robert
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ROBERT MAPPLETHORPE:
THE PERFECT MOMENT
Reviewed August 6, 1989.
Washington Project for the Arts,
Washington, DC.
On exhibit through October 4 at
The Institute of Contemporary Art.
By DEBORAH A. LEVINSON

for the
Arts resides in an unassuming
little brownstone near 7th and
D Street NW in Washington,
DC. Inside, it's neat and prim, with pristine whitewashed walls and twisting spiral
staircases. Not at all the sort of place in
which one would expect to find an exhibit
of "obscene" art.
Ironically, the WPA is only a short walk
from the Capitol, where Republican Sen.
Jesse Helms of North Carolina spearheads
the movement to gut the organization that
funded the most profitable exhibition in
the gallery's history, Robert Mapplethorpe:
The Perfect Moment.
Controversy over publicly funded art
will neither begin nor end with Mapplethorpe's homoerotic photographs. In mid1989, there was an uproar over the work
of another photographer, Andres Serrano,
whose "Piss Christ" - a murky, moody
photograph of the crucified Christ submerged in the artist's urine - had been
partially funded by a $15,000 grant from
the National Endowment for the Arts.
Suddenly the search for other publicly
funded, "inappropriate" art was on, and
Robert Mapplethorpe's work became the
next target.
Mapplethorpe's earliest efforts were his
most controversial. He first achieved notoriety for his work celebrating and documenting New York's gay community in the
late 1970s. Often the photographs explicitly depicted sexual organs and bondage
equipment. Yet Mapplethorpe's art always
revealed the humanity and emotions of his
subjects behind their leather, spikes, and
chains. These graphic depictions of a subsection of the homosexual community later aroused the ire of the Rev. Donald
Wildmon's conservative American Family
Association, and subsequently that of
Helms.
Helms has objected most forcefully to
those photographs that he and others regard as pornographic. The senator has a
standard packet of four Mapplethorpe
photos he shows to reporters questioning
him about his stance on "obscene" art.
These include "han in Polyester Suit," depicting the polyester-clad torso of a black
man, his uncircumcised penis dangling
from his fly, and "Rosie," a two- or threeyear-old child caught, shocked, on film her crotch exposed. Helms claims the latter is a clear example of child pornography. Both photographs are part of The
Perfect Moment collection.
In June 1989 the Corcoran Gallery of
Art in Washington cancelled its scheduled
exhibition of the Mapplethorpe works.
The DC artists' community retaliated by
THE WASHINGTON PROJECT

"laisnoR>9

giving a late-night slide show of the most
explicit photos on the Corcoran's marble
faCade. .,Because of the controversy, de-.
mand to see the "xhibit expl'oded, The
Washington Post reviewed the show from
its catalog, and the Washington Project
for the Arts, at great expense, picked up
the exhibit.
The WPA does not have- a large building. They were previously accustomed to
greeting about 40 visitors each weekend.
During the first weekend of the Mapplethorpe exhibit, 4000 people crammed into
the gallery.
So the question remains: Is The Perfect
Moment worth all the hype and controversy?
Absolutely. The exhibit is a retrospective
of a brilliant photographer's work, ranging
from his famous Lisa Lyons series and
portraits of New York celebrities, to his
starkly sexual flowers and images of the
gay community. It's a fairly even sampling
of his oeuvre - although it does rely a little heavily on Mapplethorpe's favorite floral subject, the calla lily - and is accompanied by a 55-minute videotape of a BBC

t' ^>Zr
, AdGil

"Irises"t (1986)

-

"Self Portrait" (1 980)

i The Estate of Robert Mapplethorpe

interview with the photographer. .
Mapplethorpe's style is derived primarily
from that of Edward,Weston; like Weston,
e produced hundreds of, studMapplethoPi
ies o~f the naked human form, examining
its curves and crevices, often at such magnification or unusual angles that a-closeup of a nipple looked more like a tiny
mountain on an alien landscape or became

O The Estate of Robert Mapplethorpe
arm stretched straight out. And in '"Ken
and Tyler," two headless, figures, one
black and one white', pose with their left
legs poised like ballet dancers. Thie'p$hotograph is at once precise and erotic, a combinationa only Mapplethorpe or Weston
would have been able to achieve.
Mapplethorpe's flowers are as carefully
positioned as his human subjects. His still

"Y is the symbol of the covenant which exists
between the artist and his creator/ Y is the
consummation of this idea thru the projection of
the perfect shot."
so abstracted as to-lose all of its impact as
a sexual object. Mapplethorpe's creative
use of light and shadow and his erotic
photos of grapes and eggplant also recall
Weston's Pepper No. 30.
But Mapplethorpe had a style all his
own. Raised in a strict Catholic family,
Mapplethorpe was influenced by the rigidity of his religion in his later work in every
way. Often in the exhibit, one sees carefully geometric layouts, as in the two gigantic
mirrors "Star" and "Black X." Both are
sectioned as precisely as a Good Friday
mass, the "X" most symbolically so with a
tan cross reaching from apex to apex
across the carbon-black mirror.
The cross imagery and its accompanying
symmetry also appear dramatically in his
1987 construction "Andy Warhol," where
a photograph of the enigmatic artist is
framed inside a square-shaped cross. Warhol, his silver wig surrounded by a glowing
halo, has a look on his face like a Christ
stunned at the revelation of his own godhood. Religious sentiments figure strongly
in "Tie Rack" as well, with stickpins piercing stigmata on a figure of the Virgin
Mary and a crucifix suspended from floss
wound around the pins.
Mapplethorpe .was very conscious of
these religious undertones and was quoted
in one interview as saying: "I was a Catholic boy, I went to church every Sunday. A
church has a certain magic and mystery
for a child. It still shows in how I arrange
things. It's always little altars.'
This rigidity and symmetry carries over
into his nudes as well. "Thomas" shows a
muscular black man enclosed within a circular barrier, his arms stretched 180 degrees to push against his cage. "Derrick
Cross" is a narrow image of a black man's

lifes are stark - usually only one or two
flowers, and often in shadow - but they
display a raw sexuality even more powerful
than that of the nudes. His treatment of
the male and female aspects of the calla
lily is most striking, one photograph emphasizing the flower's phallic stamen, another emphasizing its feminine curves. At
the size at which the flower photographs
have been printed, their sensuality
becomes overwhelming. The colors yellow-orange lilies- against a royal purple
background, green pipe-cleaner stems and
red silk petals of a poppy and bud - are
so vibrant that they draw the viewer in,
forcing him to acknowledge their primitive
sexuality.
The aforementioned "4Poppy" is so erotic that the Washington Project for the Arts
displayed it alongside the graphic X, Y,
and Z Portfolios. The stems of the poppies
curl around each other, intertwined like
lovers' legs, the phallic bud hovering over
the opened flower with palpable malice.
At the WPA, the curator took 'care to
isolate the X, Y. and Z Portfolios from the
faint-hearted by placing them in a separate
room. The Institute of Conltemporary Art
has copped out just a little: the portfolios
are accessible to everyone, but exhibit tickets are on sale only to those 18 or older,
and minors may only attend if accompanied by a parent. These restrictions, while
they may seem slightly fascist, are there
for good reason. The portfolios contain
explicit depictions of sexual acts, and
while some people will not consider thern
pornography, others will be deeply
offended.
Not all the works in the portfolios are
explicit; some are the sensual flowers, oth!q,]
turn to,pa
f
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Macbeth is tense, involving; Acis and Galatea splendid
number of weaknesses. The action occa-

MACBETH
By William Shakespeare.
The MIT Project for
Summer Student Theater.
Directed by Joe Vanderway '89.

sionally- came apart, but it was invariably
quickly glued together again, Vanderway
cranking the tension to leave all with a
great summer evening's entertainment, as
well as enough material for sleep-destroying nightmares for a good, many more
nights to come. Well done: Let's have
more theater like this in Killian Hall.

Starring Derek Herrera '92
and Debbie Wells '92.
Killian Hall, August 3-5.

**

By Handel. Th~e MIT Summer Operra.
Steven Mchonald, Artistic Director.
With. Jean Dayiton, MC~artin p elary and

*

-

*

~

David Stonernan.
Hall,
Julv.
KYlliant
Killian
-july.Hall,

J*

**

~~

- ~institution, and long. may it live,
|
A~for

,,

~~~~along with, renewed interest in
,operaat MnIT in general. Artistic
Qtwanmn 'kAI)f
AT'1^nrrn1 etrnrtad
1 hie upn-

kS~

By JONATHAN RICHMOND
OE VANDERWAY drafted a tense and
involving Macbeth -out of the sum-

mer ethers. True, it started a bit
slbwly, but as tlte"lot advanced so
too did the .drama.
Killian Hall was chosen as venue for the
production, and it- was ingeniously transformed into an intimate theater space the audience forming an arc lengthwise and well-focused on the action happening
just a few feet away. There was no shortage of audience: The show sold out on its
final scheduled.night, and the lines of disappointed theatergoers were -so lOng thatr
an extra show was put on the following
day.
If the Shakespeare-thirsty crowds
thought they were going to escape the midsummer's heat outside, they hadn't reckoned with the likes of the Lady Macbeth
of Debbie Wells '92. No lady to mess with,
Wells made Lady Macbeth a figure of icy,
calculating authority from the word go.
Nicely acted, and quite deliciously evil.
Talking of evil, the witches brewed up a
pretty potent potion, too. Jill Bidgood,
in particular, had a larger-than-life stage
presence, while the sensuously slinky body
of Elisa Duggan ?93 left no doubt as to the
nature of the powers propelling it into
action.
Harry Teplitz '91 was Macbeth, and
took a bit of time to really warm up. But
as the end drew near, he took the audience
for a gripping tour of the protagonist's
psyche, the increasing dementia of the
character invading every nook and cranny
of the house.
As to the rest of the cast, all gave performnances which were adequate, despite a
i
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GIVE
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THE TCA BLOOD DRIkVE
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COMING
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share the
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2pm

Sale de Puerto Rico
Student Center, Second Floor
For more information call -253-4885.
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exhibit captures thepefect momen

Mapplethorpe
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"Derrick Cross" (1982)
(Continued from page 12)

toundingly perceptive portraits of celebriers are simply portraits. Nevertheless, they ties ranging from actor Richard Gere to
do contain Mapplethorpe's infamous self- TransparentHorizons sculptor Louise Neportrait with a bullwhip inserted in his velson. Mapplethorpe had a remarkable
anus as well as many photographs of pe- ability to reveal the inner spirit of his subnises and men engaging in homosexual jects: Performance artist Laurie Anderson
acts. Still, shocking the public in order to smiles winsomely, her eyes betraying her
sensitize them to gay issues was one of mischieviousness; Louise Bourgeois grins
Mapplethorpe's primary goals, and the wickedly, her giant bronze sculpture of a
photographs are worth seeing for their penis clutched underneath, her arm. Miniartistic merit alone.
malist composer Philip Glass perches nerThe portfolios are displayed with a se- vously on a chair, his arms folded over his
ries of poems by poet and- singer Patti crossed legs, his face startled, unshaven.
Smith. The prose poems, which are structured as free associations on the letters X,
Mapplethorpe's favorite human subY. and Z. go straight to the heart of Map- jects, however, were himself and his close
plethorpe's work: "Y is the symbol of the friend, poet and singer, Patti Smith. His
covenant which exists between the artist portraits of Smith are amazing -all at
and his creator/ Y is the consummation of once, they capture her loneliness and her
this idea thru the projection of the perfect independence, her sensitivity and her wildness. They are feral and primitive. For
"Patti Smith (Don't Touch Here),"' Mapplethlorpe flanks a Polaroid film cover

shot."

The most compelling photographs in the
exhibit, however, are Mapplethorpe's asi

s .·
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,
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with four Polaroids of the singer. The film
cover, clearly marked 'DON'T TOUCH
HERE. Handle only by the edges" is juxtaposed with the images of Smith clutching at a white wall, alternately looking
paranoid, fierce, resigned, and vulnerable.
It's a simple construction and an even simpler concept. It's just that Mapplethorpe
makes it work so well.

moments, but somehow - perhaps he
found self-portraits too intimate, too personal? - Mapplethorpe is unable to- do
the same for himself.

The Perfect Moment is exactly that: a
study of the point where sex merges with
sensuality, eroticism merges with the edges
of pornography, fear of the camera merges
with revelation of the inner self. Simply
put, it is an extraordinary collection of
work by an extraordinary man.

Oddly, the artist's numerous self-portraits are the only ones that fail to reveal a
major personality trait. His self-portraits
are largely an unsuccessful search for -his
own identity. In one portrait, he outfits
himself with horns and a devilish smile; in
another, he teases his hair, puts .on rouge
and lipstick, and stares open-mouthed at
the camera in a kind of kinky parody of
Marilyn Mo 'nroe. Others show him as
James Dean, a Satan-worshipping terrorist, and a debonair gentleman. The portraits of his friends capture their perfect
'
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The Estate of Robert Mapplethorpe

For those who wish to learn more about
Mapplethorpe and his work, the ICA4 is
sponsoring a symposium on -September,22
at the Hynes Convention Center. The symposium will be moderatedby ICA Director
David A. Ross, and participants will Neliver papers discussing the social, cultural,
and historical implications of Mapplethorpe's art.
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Welcome Students!
. . . . . . . Welcome Savings!

Make The Coop your headquarters for all kinds of CD's and tapes. Choose from an almost endless selection of classical., pop,folk, jazz shows,
new age or intemational music, you name it, The Coop is bound to have it. And I you can't find exactly what you're looking for, one of The
Coop's music experts will be happy to assist you. Shown, just a hint of the musical exciterment in store for you at The Coop.
.:: Pices already reflect the 20%/6 discount you'll receive, wlh the coupon In this ad.
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Prince
Graffiti Bridge
$14.99 CD $9.99 TP

Betty Carter Compact Jazz $8.79 CD S5.19 TP

.War.wc
KEnRly Wheeler Quintet,
k
The Bonnie Raitt Collection Dionna
R8 cdwlO The Window
~reatest Hits 1971-1986 . Sings Cole Porter $11@99 CD $7-19 TP
$12.79 CD $7.19 TP
$11.99 COD 7.99 TP

Pixies
Bossanova
$11.99 CD S6.99 TP

I

|-i20% OFF

II

Any Single Purchase Of A
Regularly Priced CD Or Tape!
WithThis6_upon.
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|

icoupon to saveawelcome
Use his

|;20% on a single purchase of any regularly priced CD

__

Ultra Vivid Scene
Joy 1967-1990
$11.99 CD $7.19 TP

Eric Johnson
. Ah Via Musicom
:I 11.99 CD $7.19 TP
-
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Human Radios
S11.9 CD S7.1l
--
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or tape in stock at The Coop. Sale items excluded.
Ofher not valid wit any other coupon.
T
Coupon expires Sept 29, 1990.
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John M~cLaughlin
Live At The Royal
Fastival Hall: . .'..
,$11.99 CD $7.19 TP
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COOP AT LONGWOOD
33M LONGlWOOD AVE.
FIF 9:1S-7 THUR MnL 8:30
SAT 9:1 -S:45
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Daedalus

The Fullness of Wings

"; ·1.·sr
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THE FULLNESS OF WINGS
Written by Gary Dorsey.
Viking Press, 345 pages, $19.95.

still there (on the "infinite undergraduate"
plan). The drudgery of academia was soon : .; *··:·
pushed aside to concentrate on what was :::` r
:
important: building rockets. The three
pursued this hobby to the fullest, winning .:··
·:"5
By TIM TOWNSEND
-·'liu
in national and international rocketry
i
s` :·,:`"'
HE RECORD-SETTING 1988 FLIGHT
competitions.
of the MIT Daedalus Human
'After stumbling upon the remains of an
Powered Aircraft was a triumph early MIT human-powered aircraft (HPA),
of engineering and the human the BURD, and concluding it unfliable afspirit. The flight itself, however, was just ter several trials, they decided to build
the final step in what had been an exhaust- their own HPA. (And do it in 90 days!)
ing preparation of design, construction, This led to the construction of the Chrysaand logistics.
lis, the first MIT HPA to successfully fly.
Gary Dorsey's new book, The Fullness After the Chrysalis came the Monarch,
of Wings, tells the story of the people who which won the Kremer HPA speed prize in
led the first successful human-powered
1983. Along the-way, the team encounflight efforts at MIT and how their experi- tered other hands-on engineers who would
ences led up to the Daedalus. Dorsey become key players in the Daedalus
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makes his documentary.effort a complete
one, not willing to gloss over the conflicts
that always arise within groups working
under intense pressure.
The pressures that mounted during the
Daedalus Project came from. many sides.
Sponsors demanded more and more recognition, and instant results. The MIT bureaucracy nitpicked over contractual obligations and the use of facilities. Team
members faced pressures from classes and
job obligations.
In this atmosphere of intense pressure,
blowups were bound to happen. Dorsey
chronicles how these happened sometimes
legitimately, sometimes over trivial matters. Readers expecting to find a glowing
account of a rosy,, cheery project that happened easily will be surprised by Dorsey's
frankness. Some participants in the Daedalus story come out looking bad in The
Fullness of Wings. Among these are the
sometimes-greedy sponsors, the sometimes-temperamental athletes, and the
MIT administration.
The MIT administration is depicted as,
at worst, holding the program back and,
at best, keeping out of the way. Indeed, at
some points MIT almost turned its back
on the project, perhaps hoping it would go
away and quit demanding the special attehtion of -faculty,ad aminiistrators.
`t-However badly the administration is depicted, the academic atmosphere is treated
worse. The Institute is shown as a place
which has forsaken its roots, where engineers no longer really get involved in
hands-on engineering. It was doubted
whether anyone in-thegaeronafitics 'and astronautics department even really knew
how, to build an airplane. In contrast to
the stifling academic atmosphere, Dorsey
describes the attitudes of the hackers and
their adventures from underground -hacking to rooftop pranks. (He does a good
job of it, too, except when he describes
Smoots running from the "Harvard side"
of the Harvard Bridge to the "MIT side.")
Against the backdrop of a stifling academic life, the principal figures of -the future Daedalus project grew out of the rebellious MIT Rocket Society. Dorsey's
book starts with the childhood background of Daedalus project manager John
Langford and how his interests in model
rocketry led him to meet Harold."Guppy"
Youngren and Bob Parks of, the MIT
Rocket Society. Langford eventually ended
up as a freshman at MIT and found to his
surprise that Guppy and "Parkie" were
- e-

adventure.

The larger challenge presented by the
proposed Daedalus flight led to larger
problems in its execution. More money
had to be raised, more workers had to be
recruited, and more arrangements made.
The second half of Dorsey's book deals
with the progression of the project and'
tells how just as one problem would be
solved, another would pop up.
Poor weather, waffling sponsors, demoralized pilots, a crash - all these problems put stress on the participants, enough
to put permanent bad blood between some
who were supposed to be working together
to produce a flyable aircraft. Fortunately,
the dream of the Daedalus flight kept the
team together long enough to realize their
goal. Dorsey finishes the book with his account of the actual record-setting flight
and its bittersweet ending, filled with
enough suspense to keep even a mystery
fan glued to his seat.
Dorsey does a very thorough job with
his first published book. A writer for the
Hartford Courant, he wrote a Couple of
articles about the Daedalus project for his
newspaper before being swept up into the
life of the project. Dorsey spent more time
with the teamrthan any other non-official
member and traveled to Greece with the
team to witness the historic flight.
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After the completion of the project, he
began work on the book full-time and
spent considerable time interviewing members of the project on their experiences.
There is so much information in the book
that probably no one on the Daedalus
team -can read it without learning something new about one of his colleagues.
Dorsey errs only in a few minor places,
mostly misplaced identities in relating a
couple of anecdotes.
The Fullness of Wings is an entertaining
and informative account of the formation
and execution' of the Dbaedalus Project.
Frank and honest, it should be required
reading for anyone entering the engineering management field. Although melodramatic at times, it gives a detailed picture
of the personal and technical problems
which naturally arise in any engineering
group, as well as the satisfaction of success which comes after those problems
have been surmounted.
(Tim Townsend '90 was a member of the
Daedalus Project Team from 1987 to
1988.)

The Daedalus Human Powered Aircraft in its hangar tops); students race to
meet D~aedalus as it lands {bottom).
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VOLUNTEER OPPORTUYWm!

W H E N
WOMENS HEALTH
EDUCATION NETWORK
Bldg E-39 on the East Clampus
290 Main St. Kendall Square
Under Rebecca's Cafe
57611t33

l
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.
beor 9/30/90
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PrXices valid with tis coupon o

lodM

Disk 1Bllowoutl!
*M-2 MAC Cables
Mac mugemita 1
$13.99
Mac Hugewrver II
$13.99
.c
:SCS
$18.99
SCSI to SCSI
$29.99
I niversal Mac to IBM $22.9
Gender Changers
$8.9
Nu
1 Modem Adapters $8.99

DWsED5 1/4

1DSDD 3 1/2i
TSD5~C
DSHD 3 1V2"

i

campus.

§s

I
a
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If you want to become a member of WHEN or would like
more information, contact Anne Gilligan at 253-1316.
Interviews and haining will be conducted in September.

. ..............................................................................................................................................
_

The MWT Medical Departnent's Health Education Service
is looking for undergraduate women with an interest in
women's health to join the Women's Health Education
Network (WHEN). Aftertraining, members of thenetwork
offer information about women's health and health-related
decision-making to interested students and small groups on

.
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Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.

rat~~~~~~~RE n -

Apartment Share West Cambridge
Easy bus and T connection, two
rooms in splendid apartment, own
telephone and television. Great setting, all modern amenities. Telephone 547-7424 (best early morning, evenings or weekends). $770
per month.

.~

MIT Graduate Soccer Club needs
good players with skills, experience
and commitment. College level experience or equivalent preferred.
Call Jamie at 253-3916 or Mike at
253-8115.

~

-

~~'op

d that's just for starters. Our Free
Checking Account requires no
minimum balance. Plus, there's
no charge for checks, no percheck hrarge and no service

Science Fiction -- Weissenbaum's
Eye, novel written by M.l.T. Visiting
Scholar, George Stetten. Nominated for a 1990 Readercon Small
Press Award. Rebels escape a Runaway Virtual Reality through a
Loophole in the Laws of Science.
". . reminiscent of Kurt Vonnegut's
Sirens of Titan, . . . plenty of unexpected twists . . . Stetten's characters are very real and fully developed."
{Syracuse
Herald
American.) $4.95 at Quantum and
M.l.T. Coop Bookstores.

w w

fees. Free Checking at

Cambridge Savings Bank also comes with
free Overdraft Protection-so you won't
bounce a check-and our CSB X-Press
24" Z.M Card.
Our ATMs are part of the X-Press 249
CIRRUSO NYCE8 and X-Press 24
CASHO networks. That means you'll
have access to cash at thousands of
locations 24 hours a day. And, of course,
ATM transactions at any Cambridge
Savings Bank office are always free.*
Ifyou'd like to start a Free Checking
Account with us, all ittakes isa $100
Opening deposit." Stop by, call or write
for an application today.

Attention: Government seized
vehicles from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus
Buyers Guide. (602) 838-8885,
Ext. A-4058.
Attention MIT Students:
Inman Sq. Area rooms available for
$325. 4 bedroom apartments for
$1200 heated. Contact Michael C.
at 262-1900.
Large cupboard (excellent condition). One side has rack for hanging
clothing, other side has large deep
shelves. Also two deep drawers below and two shelves on top. Firm
$35. (617) 784-8794.
Back Bay: Boylston studio with
kitchen, hdwd firs, heat & hot
water inci., pets allowed, near
MBTA. $700 or B. O. Call Teresa
(W) 536-0020, (H) 354-8544 or
661-0372. Available 9/1.
The Tech Subscription Rates: $17
one year 3rd class mail ($32 two
years); $44 one year 1st class mail
($86 two years); $49 one year foreign; $8 one year MIT Mail (2 years
$15). The Tech, W20-483; or PO
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139. Prepayment required.
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Cambridge Savings Bank,
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M\IT Graduate
e Christian
Fellowship

Diversity, expertise, technology and an environment for professional
success. These are the hallmarks of The Mr\ITRE Corporation. For over 30
years,,MITRE has specialized inthe design, development and delivery of
superior C31 and civilian systems engineering solutions to meet the most
technically demanding requirements of our U.S. Government clients.

Wrelcomes all new and
returning graduate students!

Systems Ellgieers
IVHS Sinulation Laboratory

Come by our booth in Lobby la
Tuesday and Wednesday, 10-5

I--I - - --- P- '

-e

---
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MITRE's Communications Systems Department has current openings for
Members of Technical Staff to contribute to the design and implementation of an Intelligent Vehicle/Highway System (IVHS) simulation laboratory. Drawing from your technical expertise, you will design and develop
a detailed simulation model using geographic information systems for
the evaluation of the IVH S concept. Additional responsibilities include
reviewing existing IVHS systems and traffic models, collecting experimental data from current systems, evaluating/selecting geographic information systems, and identifying alternative IVHS soluctionskconcepts.
Knowledge of FORTRAN and SIMSCRIPT would be a plus.

-

LarryIs Chinese Restaurant

I

To effectively meet the challenges of these key positions, you must have a
degree ina technical discipline, plus related experience and proven skills
intraffic engineering and simulation modeling.

I

302 Mass. Ave., Cambridge

(next to Father'sFore)
Orders to go or dining in
Luncheon Specials
Served daily 11:30am - 5:00pm
Lunch special prices start $2.95

Please submit your resume to N.T. Scott, The MITRE Corporation,
7525 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102. MITRE's Corporate Headquarters are located ir Bedford, MA. U..S. Citizenship may be
required. An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Delivery Service

Minimum Order $10.00

10% Off Dinner
on every Saturday

Dining in only

I

($10 minimum)

MITRE

Call: 492-3179 or 492-3170
Monday - Thursday 11:.30am to 9:30pm
Friday - Saturday 1:L30am to lO:O.pm
Closed on Sunday
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Buying an IBM PS/2

before December 31
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And plenty of other places, too. Purchase an IBM
Personal System/2' before the end of the year*
and receive:
vTWA! Certificate good for a round-trip ticket
for $149 off-peak and $249 peak season**
* Free TWA Getaway' Student Discount Card
* Special offering on PRODIGY'
Use your TWA Certificate to travel to any TWA
destination in the continental U.S. or Puerto Rico.
Climb the Rockies. Sail off Cape Cod. Surf the
Pacific. Or tan in the Keys.
Keep on going places for less. Apply for a free

Ea

TWA Getaway Discount Card to receive a 10% discount on future TWA travel. TWA has waived the

rB
g
s

I

annual application fee.
And keep up with what's happening around the
world with the PRODIGY service. For only $99 you
receive the PRODIGY Start-up Kit, a 2400 bps Hayes'

I

I
e

Personal Modem, a software
connection package and three
months of service.
So buy an IBM PS/2" before
December- 31, 1990... And start
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going places with a PS/2.
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*This offer is available only to qualified students, faculty, staff and institutions that purchase IBM Selected Academic Solutions through participating campus locations from August 1
through December 31, 1990. Orders are subject to availability Prices are subject to change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without written notice. **Valid for anyTWA
destination in the continental U.S. or Puerto Rico for travel September 16, 1990, through December 19, 1991, at the following round-trip airfares: $149.00 round-trip for travel from
September 16, 1990, through June 14, 1991, and September 16, 1991, through December 19, 1991. $249.00 round-trip for travel June 15, 1991, through September 15, 1991. Seats are
limited. Fare is non-refundable. 14 day advance-purchase, blackout dates and certain other restrictions apply. Complete details will be shown on certificate. Applicants for the discount card must be full-time students between the ages of 16-26. oIBM, Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
TWA is a registered service mark of Trans World Airlines, Inc. TWA Getaway is a registered trademark ofTrans World Airlines, Inc. PRODIGY is a registered service mark and trademark
of Prodigy Services Company, a partnership of IBM and Sears. Hayes is a registered trademhark of Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.
0 IBM Corporation 1990
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* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * *
llttle Feat and John Hiatt perform at
7:30 at Great Woods, Routes 140 &r
495, Mansfield. Tickets: $19 and $21.
Telephone: (508) 339-3333.
Crazy Train, Catharsis, 40 Thieves,
Spoileds Rotten, and Outts Bounds perform at the Channel, 25 Necco Street,
near South Station in downtown Boston.
Tickets: S3.50384.50. Tel: 451-1905.
Chucklehead, ; hockrai and Stylie per-

* * i CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
Think Tree and Instant Folk Death
perform at 8 pm in an 18 + ages show
and at II pm in a 21 + ages show at
Nightstage, 823 Main Street, Cambridge, just north of MnIT.Telephone:
497-8200.
Daisy Chain, Ex-Girlfriends; and Exhibit A perform at T.T. the Bears, 10
Brookline Street, Cambridge, just north
of MIT. Telephone: 492-0082.
Happy Campers, Apparitions, brabdaddy, and The Chairmen perform at the
Rat, 528 Commonwealth Avenue, Kenmore Square, Boston. Tel: 247-8309.
Satta performs at the Western Front, 343
Western Avenue, Canrbridge. Telephone:
492-7772.
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Inner Circle and The Shakers perform at
8 pm at Necco Place, One Necco Place,
near South Station in downtown Boston.
Tickets: $7.50/$8.50.
Tel: 426-7744.
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The Museum of Fine Arts continues its
series Action, Erciremaent: Thrills'from
Hong K~ong with.Zu: Warriors of the
Magic Mountain (1989, Tsui Hark) at
6 pm &r 8 pmn in Remnis Auditorium, 465
Huntington Avenue, Boston. Tickets: $5
general, $4.50 MFA members, seniors,
and students.,Telephone: 267-9300.

FILMM
& VIDEO
CRITICS' CHOICE
Race the Wind, a breathtaking encounter with sea, wind, and human
ingenuity, and The First Emperor of
China, a 40-minute film epic on the
founder of Imperial China, continue
through October at the Mugar Omni
Theater, Museum of Science, Science
Park, Boston, near the Science Park
T-stop on the -green line. Race thee
Wind hours are Monday at 11, 1, 2,
&3; Tuesday-Friday at 11, 1, 2, 3, 7,
&8; Saturday every hour from 10 am
to 9pm; Sunday every hour from
II am to 8 prn. The First Emnperor
hours are Tuesday-Thursday at 4 &9;
Friday at 4, 6, & 10; Saturday at
10 pm; Sunday at 9 prn. Tickets: $6
general, $4 seniors and children. Telephone: 623-6664.
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* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
The Coolidge Corner Theatre continues its series Forbidden Cinemas with
Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer
'(John McNaughton), and Pedro Almodovar's Labyrinth of Passloir-and
Dark Habits. The Coolidge also presents the animated adventure Aklirs
(Katsuhiro Otorno). LocatWdat 290
Harvard Street, Brookline, at the
Coolidge Corner T-stop on the "C"
green line. All films continue indefinitely. Telephone: 734-2500.

The Miotor City Rhythm Kings perform
at Johnny ]D's, 17 Holland Street, Davis
Square, Somerville, near the Davis
Square T-stop on the red line. Telephone: 776-9667.

Evits, the Tony-Award winning musical,
by Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice,
is presented by the MIT Musical Theater
Guild at 8pm in Kresge Little Theater.
Also presented September 1-2, 6-8, and
13-15. Tickets: $8 general, $6 seniors
and students, $5 MIT students. Telephone: 253-6294.
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Timmy H ghes performs at the Plough
Stars, 912 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge. Telephone: 492-9653.

CONITErMPORARY MUSIC

FRIDAY, AUGUST 31, 1990
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1* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
The Regent Theater begins its series
of Films b~yPedro Almodovar with
Labyrinth of Passion (1982) at 7:30
and Law of Desire (1986) at 5:30 &
9:30 at 7 Medford Street, Arlington
Center, Arlington, on the #77 bus line
from the Harvard T-stop. Also presented September I and 2. Tickets: $4
(good for the double feature). Tele.phone: 643-1198 or 876-6837.

JAZZ MUSICO
* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
Sun Ra and His Inatergalarctic Arkestra
performs at 9 pm & I I pm at the Regattabar, Charles Hotel, Harvard
Square, Cambridge. Also presented
Saturday, September 1. Tic-kets: $10
to $13. Telephone: 661-5000.
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Compiled by Peter Dunn

Linda Ronstadt and Aaron Neville perform at 7:3D at Great Woods, Routes 140
& 495, Manisfield. Tickets: $20 and $24.
Telephone: (508) 339-3333.
Voodoo Dolls.* ;hoo~t T~hat Dog, and
Dreams Made Flesh perform at T.T. the
Bears, 10 Brookline Street, Cambridge,
just-north of MIT. Telephone: 492-W082.
Digney Fignus; performs at the Rat, 528
Commonwealth Avenue, Kenmore Square,
Boston. Telephone: 247-8309.
Ambassa performs at the 'Western Front,
343 Western Avenue, Cambriiige. Telephone: 492-'1772.
Evan Johns and the H-Bomnbs perform at
Johnny -Ds, 17 Holland Street, Davis
Square,' Somerville, near the Davis
Square T-stop on the red line. Telephone: 776-9667.

JAZZ MUSIC
* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
Miles Davis performs at 7:30 at the
Opera House, 539 Washington Street,
Boston. Tickets: $25.25. Telephone:
720-3434.
Sun Ra and His Intergalactic Arkestra at
the Regattabar. See August 31 listing.

THEATER
Evils by MtG in Kresge Little Theater.
See August 31 listing.

FILM & VIDEO
Labyrinth of Passion (1982, Pedro Almodovar) and Law of D~esire (1986, IPe-
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FILM & VIDEO

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC
Hugh and Katy Moffatt perform at
Johnny D's, 17 Holland Street, Davis
Square, Somerville, near the Davis
Square T-stop on the red line. Telephone: 776-9667.

Labyrinth of Passion (1982, Pedro Almodovar) and Law of Desire (1986, Pedro Almodovar) at The Regent. See August 31 listing.

THEATER
Working and No Exit at Arena Theater,
Tufts, See September 2 listing.

FILM & VIDEO
The Regent Theater continues its series
of films by Pedro A lmodovar with Labyrinth of Passion (1982) at 7:30 and Dark
Habits (1984) at 5:30 & 9:30 at 7 Medford Street, Arlington Center, Arlington,
on the #77 bus line from the Harvard
T-stop. Also presented September 4.
Tickets: $4 (good for the double feature).
Telephone: 643-1198 or 876-6837:

THEATER
* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
We Keep Our Victims Ready, Karen
Finley's scathing social commentary
on the themes of rape, violence, alcoholism, suicide, poverty, and discrimination, is presented by the American
Repertory Theatre and the Institute of
Contemporary Art at 7 pm at the
Loeb Drama Center, 64 Brattle Street,
Harvard Square, Cambridge. Also
presented September 5, 6, 7, 8, 13,
14, & 15 at 8 pm and September 8
& 15 at 2 pm. Tickets: $16 to $50.
Telephone: 547-8300.

*

1·

--

* *

Maelstrom and The Eels perform at
8 pm at Necco Place, One Necco Place,
near South Station in downtown Boston.
Tickets: $4.50. Telephone: 426-7744.

FILM & VIDEO
* * r CRITICS' CHOICE r * *
The MIT Department of Political Science presents Brazil (Terry Gilliam) at
9 pm in 10-250. No admission charge.
Telephone: 253-3649.
Labyrinth of Passion (1982, Pedro Almodovar) and Dark Habits (1984, Pedro
Almodovar) at The Regent. See Septem-

ber 3 listing.

Iot
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

·

FILM & VIDEO
* a * CRITICS' CHOICE a * a
The Regent Theater continues its se-

CLASSICAL MUSIC

JAZZ MUSIC
Joe Williams performs at 9 pm at the Regattabar, Charles Hotel, Harvard
Square, Cambridge. Also presented September 6-9. Tickets: S12 to $14 depending on day. Telephone: 661-5000.
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JAZZ MUSIC
Joe Williams at the Regattabar. See Sep

iember 5 listing.

THEATER

'

Les Misirables (1957, Jean-Paul Le
Chanois, France/Italy) at the MFA. See

September 2 listing.

DANCE
* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
The Bolshoi Batlet performs Ivan the
Terrible at 8 pm at the Wang Center,
270 Tremont Street, Boston. Also presented September 7. Tickets: $40,
$50, $60, & $75. Telephone: 787-8000
or 931-2000.

FILM & VIDEO

Kid Crash, Sticks and Stones, Rat Alley,
Mace, and Cygnuss perform in an 18+
ages show at the Channel, 25 Necco
Street, near South Station in downtown
Boston. Tickets: $5. Telephone: 451-1905.

Les Misirables (1957, Jean-Paul Le
Chanois, France/Italy) at the MFA. See

Saffilre-Uppity Blues Woman performs at
Johnny D's, 17 Holland Street, Davis
Square, Somerville, near the Davis
Square T-stop on the red line. Telephone: 776-9667.
Regina Belle performs at 8 pmn at the
Roxy, 279 Tremont Street, Boston. Tickets: $19.50. Telephone: 720-3434.
perform at 8 pm at Necco Place, One
Necco Place, near South Station in
downtown Boston. Tickets: $4.50. Telephone: 426-7744.
in an 18 + ages show and at 10:30 in a
21 + ages show at Nightstage, 823 Main,.
Street, Cambridge, just tiorth of MIT.
Telephone: 497-8200.
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Regent. See September 5 listing.

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC
Bruce Hornsby and the Range perform
at 7:30 at Great Woods, Routes .140 &
495, Mansfield. Tickets: $19 and $21.
Telephone: (508) 339-3333.
East of Eden, Gigolo Aunts, Talking to
Animals, The Westmorelands, and
Atomic Cafe perform at the Channel, 25
Necco Street, near South Station in
downtown Boston. Tickets: $4.50/$5.50.
Telephone: 451-1905.
Figures on a Beach, The Bvdols, The
Bristols, and Scstterfield perform at
9 pm in a 19+ ages show at Axis, 13
Lansdowne Street, Boston, near Kenmore Square. Telephone: 262-2437.
Bim Skala Bim performs at the Paradise,
967 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston.
Telephone: 254-2052.

800
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May Jane Ropeds performs in a harp &
piano recital of works by Bach, Albaniz,
Fauri, Tournier, and Chopin at 8 pm in
Goddard Chapel, Tufts University, Medford. Telephone: 381-3564.

*

Amazing Mud**ark performs at 8 pm at
Necco Place, One Necco Place, near
South Station in downtown Boston. Telephone: 426-7744.

JAZZ MUSIC
Joe WillamS at the Regattabar. See Sep-

tember 5 listing.

DANCE

THEATER

The Marcus Schulkind DanceCormpany
performs at 8 pm at the Boston Conservatory Theater, 31 Hemenway Street,
Boston. Also presented September 8 at
8 pm and September 9 at 3 pm. Tickets:
S12 general, S10 seniors and students.
Telephone: 536-2962.

The Missliromt, Moli re's story of duplicity and unrequited love in the- scandal-mongering world of the Parisian
court, opens today at 8 pm. is a presentation of the Promethean Theatre Company at the French Library, 53 Mdarlborough Street, Boston. Also presented
September 8, 11-14 at 8 pmn and September 9 at 2 pmn & 7 pmn. Tickets: S12.50
advance, $15 at the door. Telephone:
391-2350.

The BoLsbi Ballet at the Wang Center.

See September 6 listing.

FILM & VIDEO
The MIT Lecture Series Committee presents Predator at 7 pm & 10pm in
26-100. Admission: $1.50. Telephone:
.258-8881.

September 2 listing.
Labyrinth of Passion (1982, Pedro Almodovar) and What Have I Done to Deserve This? (Pedro Almodovar) at The

I- L

CLASSICAL MUSIC

Jerry Portnoy performs at Johnny D's,
--17 Holland Street, Davis Square, Somerville, near the Davis Square T-stop on
the red line. Telephone: 776-9667.
*

·I

--
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CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

Rods and Cones perform at T.T. the
Bears, 10 Brookline Street, Cambridge,
just north of MIT. Telephone: 492-0082.

Organist Margarel Angelini performs
works by Clerambault, Franck, and Bach
at 12:15 at King's Chapel, 58 Tremont
Street, Boston. No admission charge.
Telephone: 227-2155.

---

I

I

Revolutionary Witness, Peter Barnes'
worm's-eye view of the French Revolution written to mark the anniversary of
Bastille Day, opens today at The Performance Place, 277 Broadway, Somerville.
Continues through September 22 with
performances Thursday-Saturday at
8 pm. Tickets: $12. Telephone: 62-51300.

Blues Traveler and Human Radio perform at 9 pm in an 18 + ages show at
Nightstage, 823 Main Street, Cambridge,
just north of MIT Telephone: 497-8200.

CLASSICAL MUSIC

'·rr

--

with Labyrinth of Passion (1982) at
7:30 and What Have I Done to De
serve This? (1985) at 5:30 &9:30 at
7 Medford Street, Arlington Center,
Arlington, on the #77 bus line from
the Harvard T-stop. Also presented
September 6. Tickets: S4 (good for
the double feature). Tel: 643-1198 or
876-6837.

Sleep Chamber and Fertile Virgin perform at 10 pm in a 19+ ages show at
Axis, 13 Lansdowne Street, Boston, near
Kenmore Square. Telephone: 262-2437.

Boston Academy of Music performs
works by Puccini at 7:30 in Killian Hall,
MIT Hayden Memnorial Library Building
14. Tickets: $12 general, $10 seniors and
students. Telephone: 242-0055.

III
-

-

ries of Films by Pedro Almodovar

Trash Broadway, Mace, Strip, and Shotgun perform at 9 pm in a 19+ ages show
at Axis, 13 Lansdowne Street, Boston,
near Kenmore Square. Tel: 262-2437.

Chuck Morris and the Sidewalk Blues
Band performns at 8 pm at Necco Place,
One Necco, Place, near South Station in
downtown Boston. Tickets: $4.50. Telephonc: 426-7744.
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The Museum of Fine Arts presents the
premiere engagement of Les Misirables
(1957, Jean-Paul Le Chanois, France/italy) at I pm in Remis Auditorium, 465
Huntington Avenue, Boston. Also presented September 5 &6 at 6 pm and September 9 -at I pm. Tickets: $5 general,
$4.50 MFA members, seniors, and students. Telephone: 267-9306.
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CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
The Coolidge Corner Theatre continues its series Forbidden Cinema with
Patty Smith's Robert Having His Nipple Pierced and Robert Mapplethorpe
& Gus Van Sant's Mals Noche. The
Coolidge also preseats- The Icicle
Thief (Mauricio Nichetti). Located at
at 280 Harvard Street, Brookline, at
the Coolidge Corner T-stop on the
"C" green line. Films continue indefinitely. Telephone- 734-2500.

Bop (Harvey) performs at the Channel,
25 Necco Street, near South Station in
downtown Boston. Tickets: $5.50. Telephone: 451-1905.
The Bugs perform at T.T. the Bears, -10
Brookline Street, Cambridge, just north
of MIT. Telephone: 492-0082.
Sleepy LaBeef performs at Johnny D's,17 Holland Street, Davis Square, Somerville, near the Davis Square T-stop on
the red line. Telephone: 776-9667.

JAZZ MUSIC

The Museum of Fine Arts presents the
premiere engagement of The Laserman
(1988, Peter Wang, US/Horng Kong) at
6 pm & 8 pm in Remis Auditorium, 465
Huntington Avenue, Boston. Tickets: $5
general, $4.50 MFA members, seniors,
and students. Telephone: 267-9300,

Joe Williams at the Regattabar. See Sep-

tember 5 listing.

DANCE
r * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
The Wolsboi Ballet performs Swan
Lake at 2 pm & 8 pm at the Wang
Center, 270 Tremont Street, Boston.
Also presented September 9 at 3 pm.
Tickets: S40, $50, $60, and $75. Telephone: 787-8000 or 931-2000.

The Regent Theater presents From IRussia With Love (1963, Terence Young) at
e5:00 & 9:20 and Dr. No (1962, Terence
Young) at 7:15 at 7 Medford Street, Arlington Center, Arlington, on the #77 bus
line from the Harvard T-stop. Also pre-.
sented September 8 and 9. Tickets: $4
(good for the double feature). Telephone:
643-1198 or 876-6837.

The Marcus Schulkind Dance Company
at the Boston Conservatory, See Septem-

ber 7 listing.
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Thetes nothing like a call to keep in
touch with people you reay care about. But
theres nothing like a lot of long distance c211s
to cut into a student's budget. Which is why
AT&T isawhole program of prducts ancd
servioes called AM SudenSttSnt
avers.
It includes the ARSTleacb Otte
Anericd kOn, wfiih gives you savings
24 hours a day 7 days a week. For eamples
youll get 2;%,off our alcdy low evening
prices! Youll even save when you call during
the daytime.

lb enroll in AMTgacb Outp
Amerka
or to learn about -He
Student5avr us
pr~grams that are right for you, call us at
1 800 654-0471 Ext. 1W2. And get a beak
ry time of the year
ArW. Helping make college life a little easier.
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'The right choice

*Discount applies to out-of-state calls dim-diled 5-10 pm, Sunday-.lkay
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Ice Cube performs in an 18 + ages show
at the Channel, 25 Necco Street, near
South Station in downtown Boston.
Tickets: S10: Telephone: 451-1905.

EXHIBITS
The Speed of the Soul, featuring 60 dramnatic black-and-white and polychrome
prints by Venezuelan photographers,
opens today at The Art Institute of Boston, 700 Beacon Street, Boston. Continues through October 10 with gallery
hours weekdays 9-4:30. Tel: 262-1223.

THEATER
Groucho, A Life In Revue, reflecting on
the career and personal lives of the Marx
Brothers, opens today at The Theatre
Lobby, 216 Hanover Street, Boston. Performances are Tuesday-Friday at 8 pm,
Saturday at 6 pm &9 pm, with matinees
Wednesday at 2 pm & Sunday at 3 pm.
Tickets: $15 to $24. Tel: 227-9872.

DANCE
* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
The Bolshoi Ballet performs highlights from fPtrushka, Sparlacus, La
Sylphide, Le Corsaire, The Golden
Age, Don Quixote, and Paquita at
8 pm at the, Wang Center, 270 Tremont Street, Boston. Also presented
September 12 and 13. Tickets: $40,
$50, S60, and $75. Tel: 787-8000 or
931-2000.

FILM & VIDEO

Karen Finley's We Keep Our Victims Ready at the
American Repertory Theatre, September 4 to 15.
FILM & VIDEO

JAZZ MUSIC

The MIT Lecture Series Committee presents Ferrns Bueller's Day Oft at 7 pm &
10 pm in 26-100. Admission: $1.50. Telephone: 258-8881.

Joe Williams at the Regattabar. See September 5 listing.

*

*

*

From Russia With Love (1963, Terence
Young) and Dr. No (1962, Terence
Young) at the Regent Theatre. See September 7 listing.

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC
Suicidal Tendencies, Exodus, and Pantera perform at the Channel, 25 Necco
Street, near South Station in downtown
Boston. Tickets: $8.50/$9.50. Telephone:
451-1905.

DANCE

THEATER
trmeau's Nephew, Denis Diderot's 18thcentury biting attack on the contradictions between the high-minded pretense
and moral hypocrisy of pre-revolutionary
France, is presented at 9 pm by the
American Repertory Theatre at the Loeb
Drama Center, 64 Brattle Street, Harvard Square, Cambridge. Also presented
September 10, 12, &18-22 at 8 pm, September 21, 16, &23 at 7 pm, and September 16, 22, &23 at 7 pm. Tickets:
$16 to $33. Telephone: 547-8300.

FILM St VIDEO

The Marcus Schulkind Dance Company
at the Boston Conservatory. See September 7 listing.

The MIT Lecture Series Committee presents Teenage Mutant Nirnja Turtles at
7:00, 9:30 & 12:00 in 26-100. Admission:
$1.50. Telephone: 258-8881.

FILM & VIDEO

The Harvard-Epworth Church presents
F. W. Murnau's Tabu (1931) at 8 pm at
1555 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge.
Admission: $3 contribution. Telephone:
354-0837.
Les Miserables (1957, Jean-Paul Le
Chanois, France/ltaly) at the MFA. See
September 2 listing.
From Russia With Love (1963, Terence
Young) and Dr. No (1962, Terence
Young) at the Regent Theatre. See September 7 listing. ,
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Forbidden Broadway 1990, the latest updated version of Gerard Alessandrini's
musical comedy revue, continues indefinitely at the Terrace Room, Boston Park
Plaza Hotel. Performances are TuesdayFriday at 8 pm, Saturday at 7 pm &
10 prn, and Sunday at 3 pmn & 6 pm.
Tickets: $17 to $25 depending on performance. Telephone: 357-8384The History of King Henry the Fourth,
Part One, by William Shakespeare, directed by Andrea McGimsey '88 and featuring Drea Brandford '89, W~endy Leigh
Cothran '89, and Sue Downing '86, continues through September I as a presentation of Inanna Theatre at The Performance Place, 277 Broadway, Somerville.
Performances are at 8 pmn. Tickets: $12
general, $10 seniors and students. Telephone: 491-0031 .
Saint Joan, by George Bernard Shaw,
continues through September I as a presentation of Blood Relations Company
at the Back Alley Theater, 1253 Cambridge Street, Inman Square, Cambridge. Performances are at 8 pm. Tickets: $15 general, $12 seniors and
students. Telephone: 547-3949.
Shear Madness, the long-running comic
murder mystery, continues indefinitely at
the Charles Playhouse, 74 Warrenton
Street, Boston. Performances are Tuesday-Friday at 13:00, Saturday at 6:30 &
9:30 pm, and Sunday at 3:00 &7:30 pm.
Tickets: $16- and $19. Tel: 426-6912.

The Comedy of Errors, by William
Shakespeare, continues through September 8 as a presentation of Ikaros Theatre
at the Leland Theatre, Boston Center for
the Arts, 539 Tremont Street, Boston.
Performances are Thursday-Saturday at
8 pm. Tickets: $10 general, $8 seniors
and students. Telephone: 629-2157.

The Three Musketeers, Peter Raby's
swashbuckling adaptation of the Alexandre Dumas novel, continues through
September 2 at the outdoor Publick Theatre, Christian A. Herter Park, Soldiers
Field Road, Boston. Performances are at
8 pm. Tickets: $11 to $15. Telephone:
720-1007.
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Nonsense, Dan Goggin's comedy about
the Little Sisters of Hoboken who stage a
talent show to raise money to bury four
of their number, continues indefinitely at
the Charles Playhouse, 74 Warrenton
Street, Boston. Performances are Tuesday-Friday at 8 pm, Saturday at 6 pm &
9 pm, with matinees Thursday at 2 pm
and Sunday at 3 pm. Tickets: $15.50 to
$26.50 general, half-price for seniors
and students on Thursday matinee. Telephone: 426-6912.

ON CAMPUS
The Annual Student Loan Art Exhibition and Lottery, featuring more than
340 contemporary prints and photographs from MIT's permanent collections, continues through September 12 at
the List Visual Arts Center, Wiesner
Building E1S. Gallery hours are weekdays 12-6 and weekends l-5. No admission charge. Telephone: 253-4680.
Richard Bertman: Architect and Sculplor, works by the eminent Boston architect, continues through September 2;
From the Ecole to Tech: Disiri Despradelle, His Colleagues and Students,
drawings featured in discussing the infuence of the Ecole des Beaus Arts, continues through October 14; and Doe Edgerton: Stopping Time, photographs and
memorabilia documenting the invention
and use of the strobe light, continues indefinitely at the MIT Museum, 265 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge. Museum
hours are Tuesday-Friday 9-5 and Saturday-Sunday 12-4. Admission: $2 requested donation, free to MIT community. Telephone: 253-4444.
Microscapes, color photographs by
Charles Lewis using advanced photographic techniques, continues through
September 7 in the Compton Gallery, between lobbies 10 and 13. Gallery hours
are weekdays 9-5 and Saturday 12-4. No
admission charge. Telephone: 253 4444.

OFF CAMPUS
The Emperor's New Clothes: Censorship, Sexuality, and the Body Politic, an
installation by Richard Bolton, continues
through September 15 at the Photographic Resource Center, 602 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston. Tel: 353-0700.

-

--

Unlocking the Hidden Museum: Riches
from the Storerooms, presenting nearly
200 works of art from the Museum of
Fine Arts collections. many rarely seen
by the public, continues through September 16 at the MFA, 465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. No admission charge with
MIT ID. Telephone: 267-9300.

* * i, CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
Soviet Space, the world premiere of a
new exhibition exploring the history
of the Soviet Union's space program,
assembled in Moscow in association
with Glavkosmos, continues through
September 23 at the Museum of Science, Science Park, Boston, near the
Science Park T-stop on the green line.
Exhibit hours are daily 9-5. Admission: $6 adults, $4 seniors and children, no admission charge with MIT
ID. Telephone: 523-6664.
On View 1990: Work by Wellesley College Studio Faculty, recent work by nine
artists who teach studio art at Wellesley,
continues through September 30 at the
Wellesley College Museum, Jewett Arts
Center, Wellesley College, Wellesley. Museum hours are Monday-Saturday 10-5,
Tuesday-Wednesday 10-9, and Sunday
2-5. No admission charge. Telephone:
235-0320 ext. 2051.
* * * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *

Robert Mapplethorpe: The Perfect
Moment, focusing on three traditional genres and his subject matter - the
still-life, the nude, and the portrait,
continues through October 4 at the
Institute of Contemporary Art, 955
Boylston Street, Boston [see review
this issue]. Exhibit hours are Tuesday-Sunday 10-7 through August,
and Tuesday-Sunday 10-9 through
September & October. Tickets: $6
general, $5 students, $3 seniors. Telephone: 266-5152.
Graphic Art of the Barnyard, prints,
drawings, and photographs portraying
animals of farm and field, continues
through October 7 in the Trustman Galleries, Museum of Fine Arts, 465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. No admission
charge with MIT ID. Tel: 267-9300.
The Harvest of 1830: The Barbizon Legacy, more than 60 French, American,
and Dutch works inspired by the Barbizon School of landscape painting, continues through October 21 at the Arthur
M. Sackler Museum, Harvard University,
485 Broadway, Cambridge. Museum
hours are Tuesday-Sunday 10-5. Admission: $4 general, S2.50 seniors and students. Telephone: 495-9400.
Figuring the Body, examining the ways
in which artists explore the body as the
expression of various identities, continues through October 29 in the Foster
Gallery, Museum of Fine Arts, 465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. No admission
,charge with MIT ID. Tel: 267-9300.
Morris Louis, nine major canvases by
one of the pioneers of stained painting,
continues through December 9 in the
Carter Gallery, Museum of Fine Arts,
465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. No admission charge with MIT ID. Telephone:
267-9300.

The Boston Film Festival, September 13
to 20. Billy Bragg at the Somerville Theatre on September 14. Tribe at the Paradise on September 14. Garrison Kelilor
in Lake Wobegon Loyalty Days at the
Wang Center on September 17. M. Butterfly at the Colonial Theatre, September 22 to October 14. World Party at
Cidi Club on September 26. Herefix at
the Paradise on October 26. The Flying
Karamazov Brothers at the Spingold
Theater, Brandeis University, October 30
to November 4.

CLASSICAL MUSIC

classified
advertising

I

I'

The Regent Theater presents Buffet
Froid (1979, Bertrand Blier) at 5:30 &
9:00 and Too Beautiful For You (1990,
Bertrand Blier) at 7:15 at 7 Medford
Street, Arlington Center, Arlington, on
the #77 bus line from the Harvard
T-stop. Also presented September 11
to 13. Tickets: $4 (good for the double
feature). Tel: 643-1198 or 876-6837The Longy School of Music's Septemberfest 1990- 75th Anniversary Celebration presents the Gala Opening Concert:
Music of 1915, featuring works by Ives,
Debussy, Stravinsky, and Ravel, at 8 pm
in the Edward Pickman Concert Hall, 27
Garden Street, Cambridge. No admission charge. Telephone: 876-0956.

MI
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The Dresser, Ronald Harwood's play
about the love/hate relationship between
an aging actor and his faithful dresser,
continues through September I as a presentation of the Nora Theatre Company
at the Harvard Union, Quincy and Harvard Streets, Harvard Square, Cambridge. Performances are at 8 pm. Tickets: $12 to $15 general, $10 seniors and
students. Telephone: 495-4530.
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Buffet Froid (1979, Bertrand Blier) and
Too Beautiful For You (1990, Bertrand
Blier) at the Regent Theatre. See September 10 listing.
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The Bolshoi Ballet performs at the Wang Center, September 6 to 13.
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The Bolshoi Ballet at the Wang Center.
See September 8 listing.

The MIT Lecture Series Committee presents Dr. Strangelove at 6:30 & 9:30 in
26-100. Admission: $1.50. Telephone:
258-8881.
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Solve Your Wellness Equation

Classifled Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.

(

ellne$s

Attention: Postal Jobs! Start
$11.41/hour. FOr application info
call (602) 838-8885, Ext. M-4058,
6 am - 10 pm, 7 days.

ind
+Body)

a new course teaching lifetime skills for mousing, eating,
thinking and coping at college and beyond
6 weeks of information and hands-on labs

Typists wanted for The Tech. Must
be reliable and type 40 wpm mninimum. Must be available Sun. and
Wed. evenings _as well' as some
Mon. and Thurs. aifternoons. Approx. 10 hours/week, $6.50/hour
to start. Call Debby at 253-1541.

The Tech Subscription Rates: $17
one year 3rd class mail ($32 two
years); $44 one year fist class mail
($86 two years); $49 one year foreign; $8 one year MIT Mail 12 years
$15). The Tech, W20-483; or PO
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139. Prepayment required.

a chance to tap the talent of experts in both the
Athletic and Medical Departments
a unique opportunity!

Harvard-Epworth
United Methodist ,
Church

The Wellness Equation = 2 units of PE credit

1555 Massachusetts Ave.
opposite Cambridge Comn
'.oi7

Sign up at PE Registration!

I
Sunday
Worship: 9 and t am

L

Undergrad Forum: 5:30 PM
,- ,
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TheICoop

MIT,

ii

Charge It, Please!

This fall, make The Coop your headquarters for all the things you
need for both on and off campus. The Coop is filled with all sorts of
clothing and accessories, plus the latest in calculators and computers.
Textbooks fun books, CD's and tapes are also part of our "curriculum. "And as a Coop member, you're entitled to an annual
rebate on everythingyou buy.

To make shopping even easier, we offer customers the convenience of a
Coop charge card account..To open yours, simply apply at the Main Cashier's
Desk at any Coop.

The Coop Has It All!
Shopping at The Coop means you'll save money on everything you need.
And since our selection is so extenisve, you won't have to shop all over

Who Qualifies For Coop Membership?

Students, faculty, alumni and employees of MIT, Harvard, Episcopal
Divinity School, Radcliffe, Lesley, Emmanuel, Wheelock, Mass. College of
Pharmacy and the personnel of the hospitals affiliated with the Harvard
Medical School are all eligible for Coop Membership, which costs just $1
per year. Applications are available at the Cashier's Desk at any Coop.

town. Fashions and accessories for men and women, insignia merchandise, telephones, housewares, typewriters, towels, sheets, you name It, it!s

Great - You Get A Rebate!

are the closest ones to your campus. But there's also The
Coop at Harvard Square, The Coop at Longwood and
The Coop at Harvard Business and Law Schools, too.

all at The Coop!

Here A Coop, There A Coop!f
The MIT Coop at Kendall and The Coop at Stratton Center

It really pays to shop at The Coop. Because all Coop members are entitled
to an Annual Patronage Rebate on all items purchased.

You'll Find Terrific Back-To-

I

I

SAVE 50%

Women's Cable Front Mock Turtle Sweters.
The perfect complement to skirts, slacks and even jeans.
Heavy weight cotton/ramie blend. Choose natural, black,
teal or fuchsia. Sizes S-M-L. Reg. $34 SALE $16.99

i

$27.99

Three Cheers For MIT Insignia Weer By Champion"t
MIT insignia wear is made by Champion so you know it's
first quality all the way. Choose sweatshirts, t-shirts, shorts,
sweat pants and more in cotton and cotton blends, tradibonal and fashion colors. Made in UJSA. Sizes S-M-LXL.
Some in XXL. The Coop has insignia wear in children's
sizes, too for the littlest scholars in the family.

Men's Levi'sS 501 & 5050 Jeans.
Take off in your choice of classics. Choose Levi's
5010 or 5050 styles in rinsed or stone washed
100% cotton. Reg. $32-$38

Calculate Smart
Savings With Hewlett Packard.

i

SAVE $10

D. Hewlett Packard HP-42S.
The engineer's best bet for Mratrix and Vector math, real and complex numbers. It
utilizes Alpha menus, labels, prompts and more. Reg. $109.99 SALE $99.99
I

SAVE $20

E. Hewiett Packard HP48SX.
No other calculator comes dose to the HP-48SX, with EquationWriter Application,
graphics, calculus and advanced matrix operations. R eg. $319.99 SALE$299.0

i

SAVE $2O

F. Hewlett Packard HP-28S.
It offers symbolic math solutions, powerful graphics, Vectors and Matrixes, and 32K
ram memory. Includes $25 manufacturer's rebate when purchased by Oct. 15, 1990.
See Coop for details. Rg. $219.99 SALE $19.59 Your Cost Aftt Rebate $174.99
Afh

FREE
A. 32-0z. Capacity Hot Pot by Hiroka.
With adjustable thermostatic control and safe, heat resistant
handles. Model #WNEP-32A.Comp. Value $20 SAVE 50%
B. Hot Spot"M Set From Salton"M.
Coffee and hot beverage warmer with bonus mug.
Model #MWIC. Reg. $15 SAVE 33%
C. Loruss Bedside Quartz Alarm.
Witch second hand, luminous hands and hour markers.
Black or white. Reg. $12 SAVE 16%

Equation Library Softwarel
A $99.95 Value The
Equation Library
Software is yours free
when you purchase
The Hewlett Packard
HP-48SX by Oct. 15 1990.
See Coop for details.
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MIT COOP AT KENDALL
3 CAMBRIDGE CENTER
M-F 9:15-7 THUR TIL 8:30
SAT 9:15-5:45
SPCIAL BACK TO SCHOOL HQURS:
SUN SEPT 9,16 NOON-6
MON 9/1 THRU WED 9/12 9:1548:30

STRATTON CENTER
84 MASS. AVE.
M-F 9:15t5:30
SAT 10-4
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Special Orders: Our Specialty.

Write On!

If we don't have the books, CD's or tapes you're looking for, we'll special
order them, provided they are still in print. Special Order Desks are located
in our Book and Music Departments.

The Coop offers 24 hour computer and typewriter repair service.
(Authorized service for Apples and IBM as well as Smith Corona.)
24-hour turnaround depends on the availability of parts.

The Initial Phase.

Get Framed!
The Coop has New England's largest and most exciting oollection of
graphics, posters and fine art prints. Have your selection custom framed at
our Harvard Square store.

Make sum they know who is writing, order your very own personalized
stationery at The Coop.

Cut It Short!

If you're a camera buff, you'll really love The Coop. You can buy cameras
and all your film here, and you can get film developed at any Coop location.

Smile And Say Coop!

Or leave it long. Classy or classic haircuts are available for men and women
at Coop Barber Shops at The MIT Coop and the Business School Coop.

Attention All MIT Freshmen!

Tennis Or Squash Anyone?

Be sure to pick up your Coop Charge Card now. It's ready and
waiting for you in the Men's Department, 1st Floor,
at The MIT Coop at Kendall.

Improve your game with a grand new tennis or squash racquet from our
exciting collection. -We'II even- have it strung for you in just 2 or 3 days.

Ip!

Values All Over The Co
SAVE $4
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Momoryware
Computer Paper.
1000 sheet packs, ,
Disaperf edges.
Reg. $14.95 SALE $1Q.95

-I--

I

I

time, on top quality 3M.disks.
3.5" DS/DD Disks. Reg. $13.95
3.5" DS/HD Disks. Reg. $24.95
5.25" DS/DD Disks. Rey. $8.95
5.25" DS/H D Disks. Reg. $15.95.

"I

The Latest Posters For Our Changing World.
The Coop has New England's largest selection of prints
and posters, including political, historical, movies, music,
sports, travel, humor-and more. Shown:
Nelson Mandela, 24"X36". $20
John F. Kennedy, 18"X24". $6
Berlin Wall, 24"X36". S5

SALE $10.95SALE $19.95
SALE $ -6.95
SALE $11.95

Check Our'Statior iery Check List!
_il_

> Note Book Filler Paper
> Pad Holders: Note, Letter, Legal
> Paper Binders
> Paper Clips
> Paper Punches
> Pencils
> Pencil Sharpeners
> Pens: Fiber, Fountain &
Ballpoints. From Sheaffer, Cross,
Pilot, Papermate Bic, Flair
> Photo Albums
> Picture Frames
> Quadrille Pads
> Report Covers
> Ring Binders
> Ring Memo Books
> Rubber Cement
> Rulers: Plastic, Wood
or Metal, 6" to 3'

~~~
9~~~P~~~~
8~~ u~~r.
BP~~~

PFPP-~~~~~.>/

> Acco Binders
> Accounting Ledgers
>Assorted Insignia Items
> Avery Labels
> A-Z Indexes
> Book Covers
> Buli Dog Clips
> Clasp Envelepes
> Clipboards:, Note, Letter, Legal
> Computation Books
1.

> Desk Pads, All Sizes
> Duo Tang Covers
> Eaton's Typing Paper
> Envelopes: Regular & Air Mail
> Erasers
> Hazel Brief Cases

> Home Files
> Ink: Sheaffer & Parker
• Jiffy Bags
> Legal Pads
> Letter Pads
> Letter Trays
> Mechanical Pencils
,,

,,

-

III

_I·e

Reebok Fitness Walker".
In soft, supple garment leather with excellent medial and
iateral stability. Reg. $59.95 SALE $49.95
Reebok Club Chamnpion™m.
A classic tennis sneaker with superb support and
cushioning. Reg. $54.95 SALE $44.95

-LI-

·

dL-

> Scotch Tape: Complete

line-of 3M Products
> Scissors
> Sheet Protctors

YOUR
CHOICE $6.99

> Staedtber Engineering Supplies
> Staplers & Removers
> Steno Notebooks
> Subject Indexes

MartexE HouselightsO Twin Extra Long Sheets.
Slightly irregular. 180 thread count 50/8 cotton/50°/o
polyester percale. Choose Twin Fitted, Twin Flat or
Standard Case, Slid colors. Made in USA.

> Squares

> Teachers Plan Books
> Thesis Paper: Crane
> Twine
> Willson Jones Expanding Folders
i
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MIT COOP AT KENDALL
3 CAMBRIDGE CENTER
M-F 9:15 7THURT IL 8:30
SAT 9:155:45

fiegm-

STRATTON CENTER
84 MASS AVE.
M-F 9:15-5:30
SAT 10-4.
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SUN SEPT 9,16 NOON6
MON 9/10 THRU WED 9/12 9:154:30
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for news, arts,
..
sports, opinion,
photography,
production work,
business, Toscanini s
ice cream, and pizza?

The Tech, MIT's oldest and largest newspaper, is looking
for lunch, er, new staffers in all departments. You can
learn more about our feeding habits by stopping by our
booth at the Activities Midway on September 4. If you,
prefer, you can come meet Us for ice cream and
conversation at our Open House on Sunday, September 9
at 4 pm. (Pizza and issue preparations at 6 pm.) Or just
drop by our offices in room 483 of the Student Center any
Sunday, Monday, Wednesday, or Thursday night to see
how we v-rork. We're really looking forward-to eating, er,
ht
nieeting you,

"'he Teci
--------------------

we taste better than LobSell."
~.
--------------------.

